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ABSTRACT

Jasienczyk, Corinna L. M.Sc., The University of Manitoba, October 1gg2. Correlated

Weight. Major Professor; Gary H. Crow.

Mixed-model methodology (also known as the animal model) was used to

estimate breeding values of Shorthorn cattle for postweaning gain, direct weaning weight,

and the maternal component of weaning weight, in a population selected for high yearling

weight. The Shorthorn population consisted of a select line and an unselected control

line, and represented 10 years of selection. In the studies by Newman et aI. (Ig73) and

otthoff et al. (1990b), the control line was used to measure the yearly environmental

changes (control-line method) in order to estimate the genetic responses of yearling

weight and its correlated traits in the select line. In this thesis, the lines are analyzed

together and separately: to compare the animal model results and conclusions to those

of the control-line method for the genetic and environmental trends; to investigate the

effectiveness of mixed-model methodology when a control is not available, as is typicatly

the case in the livestock industry employing this method; and to investigate the sensitivity

of the ¡esults to assumed genetic parameters by varying the genetic correlation between

weaning weight and postweaning gain (+.5 or -.1), the environmental correlation

between weaning weight and postweaning gain (+ .2 or -.2), and the direct-maternal

genetic correlation of weaning weight (+.5, 0.0, or -.5).
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The genetic trends in postweaning gain, direct weaning weight, and

maternal weaning weight were, respectively , 2.52 kg yr-t , 1 . 16 kg yr-r , and 0.30 kg yr-l

when the lines were analyzed together. The genetic trend in yearling weight was

constructed from the sum of its parts and was 4.53 kg yrr. Compared to the control-line

method of Olthoff et al. (1990b), these results were, for yearling weight, posrweaning

gain, and direct weaning weaning weight, 96%, 92%, utd 63Vo of the corresponding

control-line genetic trend estimates. (The maternal weaning weight trend could not be

calculated by the control-line method.) When only the select-line data were analyzeÀ,

the genetic trends for yearling weight, postrveaning gain, direct weaning weight, and

maternal weaning weight were, respectively,3.0T kg yr-t, 2.07 kg yr-l, 1.L7 kg yr-l, and

0.30 kg yr-l. These results are also less than those estimated by the control-line method.

The effect of the assumed genetic correlations on the genetic trends was

investigated. Trends in postweaning gain and direct weaning weight were primarily

influenced by the assumed genetic correlation between weaning weight and postrveaning

gain, and trends in maternal weaning weight, by the assumed direct-maternal correlation

for weaning weight.

Results indicated more variability in postweåning gain genetic Eend and

the environmental effect than in weaning weight. The ranking of ten si¡es and ten

yearling bulls for estimated breeding values for the three correlated traits varied with the

twelve assumed parameter combinations, and also depended on whether the select line

was analyzed alone or with the control line. The ranking was least variable for

postweaning gain. The mixed-model methodology seemed to be least effective in
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separating the genetic and environmental components when a fait has a large

environmental component in its phenotypic response.
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INTRODUCTION

Most farm livestock evaluation programs currently use mixed-model

methodology (eg. Quaas and Pollak, 1980) to estimate bresding values for traits of

interest. This method simultaneously estimates the environmental and genetic

comlrcnents, and can estimate breeding values of all individuals for all traits, regardless

of whether there is an actual observation or not. This is accomplished by using the

genetic relationships among individuals (eg. sire, dam). Maternal ability, for example,

is a trait of the dam expressed only in the weaning weight of her calf (Hohenboken,

1985a) but maternal breeding values for si¡es can be estimaæd through records on their

dams, daughters, and sisters. Implicit in this methodology is prior knowledge of the

variances and covariances Írmong the ra¡rdom effects of the model for all traits (Schaeffer

and Wilton, 1981). The variances and covariances ¿ue calculated from genetic

parameters obtained from the literature or from population analysis. In either case, they

are subject to error. The dependence of the estimated breeding values on the assumed

genetic parameters needs to be better understood to ensure that selection is based on

information that is as accurate as possible. One way of assessing the effectiveness and

accuracy of the mixed-model methodology is to compare the results and conclusions

obtained to a more t¡aditional method, such as the use of an unselected control population

to measure the environmental trend, and, by subEaction from a selected population

maintained contem¡roraneously, the genetic üend can be estimated.
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One of tJre livestock populations in which mixed-model methodology is

used is beef cattle. Traditionily, selection studies have focused on growth traits,

especially weaning weight and yearling weight, because they are economically important,

respond to selection, and are easily measured (see reviews by Mrode, 1988a,b; Barlow,

1978). More recently, interest has shifted to total herd productivity, including maternal

ability of the dam and its relationship with growth. The use of mixed-model

methodology hÍrs, in part, facilitated this shift.

This thesis investigates the correlated responses in postweaning gain and

in the direct component of weaning weight, and in the maternal component of weaning

weight to yearling weight selection, and uses the mixed-model methodology. The results

and conclusions are compared to those obtained from the control-line method - Newman

et al. (1973) for the direct response to yearling weight selection and Olthoff et al.

(1990b) for the correlated responses.

The objectives are:

1. To evaluate selection response in the growth and maternal components of

weaning weight and the growth component of posnveaning gain for a population of beef

Shorthorn cattle in a yearling weight selection experiment conducted at the Agriculture

Canada Resea¡ch Station in Brandon, Manitoba, Canada.

2. To compare the selection response estimated from mixed-model methodology

and the control-line method, which comp¿res yearly mean phenotypes of the select and

control lines. The mixed-model methodology is applied to the two lines separately and

combined.
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3. To determine the sensitivity of the selection response estimated from mixed-

model methodology to the assumed values of the genetic correlation between the di¡ect

and maternal components of weaning weight, and the genetic and environmental

correlations between weaning weight and postweaning gain.



LITERATURE REVIEW

Growth

Individual growth patterns are largely a fi¡nction of differences in mature

weight and rate of maturing (faylor, 1985) but also reflect genetic differences due to

breed and sex, and the unique set of environmental conditions affecting each individual,

such as herd of origin, year of birth, and maternal effect @rown et al., I972b).

Consequentty, individuals measured at a specific chronological age are not likely to be

at the same developmental age, or degree of maturity. Eighteen-month weight of females

and l3-month weight of males, for example, has been suggested as describing the same

developmental stage (Nwakalor et al., 1986).

The growth pattern is a sigmoid-shaped curve. In beef cattle, rate of

growth increases from conception to about 6 months of age, is essentially linear from 6

months to about 18 months of age, then declines from 18 months to maturity (5 to 7

years) (Fitzhugh, 1976). Measurements of growth are commonly taken at specifi.c

chronological ages corresponding ûo the production cycle. Calves are usually wealred on

the same day and a correction factor for weaning age applied to records before analysis

so that all records are adjusted üo a common age basis (typically 200d.). These

measures, for example, weaning weight (6 ûo I months), yeârling weight or long yearling
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weight (13 to 18 months), preweaning gain, and (or) postweaning gain, can be used to

select replacement stock and to cull excess stock.

The growth of the calf prior ûo weaning is dependent upon the milk

production of its dam and, if available, supplemental feed (creep-feeding), to meet its

genetic growth potential. After weaning, the calves may be placed on a feedlot or

pasture performance test for increased postweaning gains or high final weights (12 to 1g

months) (e.9., Alenda and Martin, Ig87). Bulls are often placed on a performance test

of 140 days and fed ad-lib until 12 or 13 months of age when final weights are taken.

Heifers are often placed on a ¡estricted feeding program or on pasture. on a lower

nutritional level than bulls, final weights are then taken at 18 months to allow mo¡e time

for full expression of postrveaning differences (Frahm et al., l9g5a).

The study of beef cattle populations and their genetic improvement relies

at present upon the th"o.y of quantitative genetics where phenotypic differences are of

degree rather than being distinct quetiþtiys differences (Seidel and Brackett, 19g1). The

sfudy of quantitative traits, such as growth traits, requires the measurement of all

individuals within a population, for the population is the unit of study, and a method of

paniûoning the phenotypic va¡iation into genetic and environmental componenrs

(Falconer, 1981 p2).

Genetic

Genetic variation in quantitative naits results from the expression of many

genes' each with a relatively small effect. Genetic effects which are transmissible from

generation to generation form the additive genetic component of phenotypic variation.
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The additive genetic effecs on an individual's growth has two parts. The fust is due to

direct expression of the individual's genes. The other type of additive genetic effect on

an individual's growth is provided by the dam of the individual and is known as the

additive maternal effect. The maternal effect will be dealt with in a later section.

Nonadditive genetic variation a¡ises from the effects of combinations of genes that cause

dominance and epistasis and these too can be passed from generation to generation via

the mating system (eg. inbreeding and crossbreeding), but are generally not considered

part of the selection response and consequently are not considered in this thesis.

Additive direct genetic effects will be dealt with in the present section.

The study of the physiological and metabolic systems of beef cattle have

identified some of the gene products that affect growth (see reviews by Sejrsen, 1986,

and Beitz, 1985), but no technique is available !o b€ef cattle breeders to use these gene

products as part of the selection process (Mrode, 1988b). These gene products include

growth hormone, somatomedin, thyroid hormones, and insulin, ild are affected by

environmental factors such as daylength, ambient temperature, nutritional quantity and

quality. Genes which have a large effect upon growth (eg. dwarfism and double-

muscling) are few. In mice, a major gene for rapid postweaning growth rate has been

identified but the gene product is unknown (see review by Famula et al., 1986). This

major gene causes postweaning growth rate and mature size ûo increase by as much as

50% through decreased energy maintenance requirements and increased energetic

efficiency of growth, with little effect on body composition.
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Sex is a genetic effect and is an important source of variation in beef cattle

growth traits (Waugh and Marlowe, 1969; I-eighton et al., 1982). Both Yodserance

(1972) and Vesely and Robison (1973) reported that sex was the most important source

of variation in weaning weight. Part of this variation was likely due to differences in

degree of maturity between the sexes at the same chronological age @rown et al., 1972b;

Hanrahan and Eisen, 1973 with mice). Male calves are faster maturing and reach

heavier mature weights, due primarily üo extended growth during the linear phase and,

after 24 months of age, pa¡tly to differences in postweåning nutrition between males and

females @rown et al., 1972b). Yodserance (1972) found that Shorthorn bull calves were

2.27 kg heavier at birth, grew 0.09 þ more per day, and were L5.92 kg heavier at

weaning than heifer calves. From the records of the American Angus and American

Hereford Associations, weaning weights of bulls were greater than heifers by 20kg and

19kg, respectively (Anderson and V/ilham, 1978; I-eighton et al., 1982). Bailey and

I-awson (1986), from a 168d posnveaning performance test, found that Angus and

Hereford bulls, respectively, gained 49 kE and 38.6 þ more than heifers and grew 25%

to35Vo faster. In population studies, sex accounted for 9.8% and96.5Vo of thevariation

in weaning weight and postweaning gain, respectively (Sharma et al., L982; Chevraux

and Bailey, L977).

Environmental

Environmental variation includes all remaining variation not due to genetic

(additive and nonadditive) sources of va¡iation. Environmental variation includes effects

due to nutritional and climatic factors, maternal effects when expressed as a hait of the
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offspring þrimarily milk production of the dam), errors associated with sampling and

estimation, and 'intangible" or unknown causes of variation (Falconer, 1981 pL2$.

Climatic and nutritional factors can be partially accounted for by including year of birth

and herd of origin in the genetic analysis model.

Some components of the environment are common to a group of

individuals, for example, year of birth and herd of origin. Effects such as age and

degree of development at which these conditions are encountered and the expression of

the maternal effect are unique to each individual. The environmental conditions taken

in total are unique for each individual because they will not be repeated exactly from one

individual to the next.

Year of birth and herd of origin can be important effects on growth traits

of beef cattle (eg. Vesely and Robison, 1973). Estimates of year of birth may be small

when analysis involves a large number of herds over a wide geographical area because

of large differences in nuÛition and climate among herds but year effects within herd are

important (Kennedy and Henderson, 1975). Kennedy and Henderson (1975) found that

year effects accounted for less than 4% of the va¡iation in any of the growth traits while

year effects within herd accounted for Ù-LO% of the ûotal variation in weaning weight,

7-L4% in yearling weight, and 18-25% in postweaning gain. Chevraux and Bailey

(1977) reported 6.7% of the variation in weaning weight and 2.8% of the variation in

postweaning gain was athibutable ûo year of birttt. Mavrogenis et al. (1978) found that

lL% of the va¡iation in final weight and 39% of the variation in postweaning gain was

due to year of birth.
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Herd location and management differences were found to be the most

important sources of va¡iation (25% to 44%) affecting calf growth from birth to one year

of age by Kennedy and Henderson (1975). Amal and Crow (19SÐ reported that herd

of origin accounted for 22To to 30% and 15% to L6% of the total variation in final

weight on test (390d) and test gain (1a0d), respectively, for Angus, Hereford, Charlais,

and Simmental bulls on test at the Manitoba Bull Test Station, Canada. Herd of origin

effects were found by Mavrogenis et al. (1978) to account for none of the variation in

final weight and only 6% of postrveaning gain variation. Nelsen and Kress (1981) found

thatherdaccounted for7.9% inAngus and,277o inHerefordsof thevariationinweaning

weight.

The maternal effect, expressed by the dam only in the phenotype of her

calf, is an envi¡onmental effect on the calfs growth. The maternal effect is primarily

a function of the quantity of milk produced by the dam and is generally considered the

most important environmental effect on preweaning growth (Koch, 1972). Maternal

effects a¡e discussed later.

Unaccounted sources of environmental variation can also be large.

Kennedy and Henderson (1975) reported 40% to 58% of the total variation for growth

traits was due ûo this source.

Associations among Traits

Weights and gains are part-whole relationships because they are a part of

the same growth curve continuum and, as such, depend upon the growth obtained up to

the point of measurement and the growth curye hajectory expected beyond that point.
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Genetic changes achieved through selection re, for the most part, permanent.

Environmental changes are temporary, although they can be permanent throughout the

life of the animal.

Most studies report that genes active during different periods of

development are the same (Mavrogenis et aJ., 1978; Swiger, L96L; Carter and Kincaid,

1959; Itulya et al., 1987) and that selection for weights and gains at any age will result

in positive correlated responses in weights and gains at all other ages (Fitzhlgh, t976;

Barlow, 1978; Buchanan et a[., L982).

Studies which report that genes active during different periods of

development are independent generally involve the periods preweaning and postweaning

(Koch and Clark, 1955; Hanrahan and Eisen, 1973 rl mice). This lack of genetic

correlation between preweaning and postweaning growth may be due to the environment

in which the cattle were raised, especially if the nuhitional environment w¿rs poor (Carter

and Kinc¿id, 1959; Bailey et al., I97l). Swiger (1961) reported that good preweaning

environment reduced early postweaning gains but enhanced later gains. Anderson et al.

(1974) found a low positive genetic correlation between preweaning and postweaning

gain.

Brown et al. (1972a) presented genetic correlations between weights and

gains at specifrc ages which suggested that weights and gains were not confolled by the

same set of genes and that there was also a breed difference in the genetic control.

Selection for increased weight at immafure stegos; for example, would increase mature
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weight in Herefords but in Angus, would increase early growth rate with little effect on

mature weight.

The relationship of weaning weight and postrveaning gain, as applies to

this thesis, is illustrated in Figure 1. The phenot¡pes for both weaning weight (P"*) and

postweaning gain (P","d are influenced by genetic (G*n*o, G**u, G.uo) and

environmental components (Er"*, E**", E "J. These two measures of growth are not

independent of each other - there are the genetic and environmental correlations between

weaning weight and postweaning gain (ro,**o,",*,o, reww,nvc), the direct-maternal genetic

correlation of weaning weight (ro,**o,***), and the conelation between the direct genetic

comlrcnent of postweaning gain and the maternal genetic comlrcnent of weaning weight

(ro,"*o.**J. The maternal effect and its relationship to growth is discussed in a later

section.

The nuEitional environment of the calf is a major factor in the full

expression of genetic potential and associations ¿rmong Eaits. Genetic growth potential

during any specified period will not be realized if the nunidonal level is inadequaæ to

meet both maintenance and growth requirements @ickinson, 1960). In this context,

because bull calves have a higher growth capacity, they require a higher nutritional level

than heifer calves üo reach their growth ptential. Poor nuffitional environments, due

either to low milk production of the dam during preweaning growth and (or) a poor year

(due to seasonal or climatic conditions affecting the nuffitional intake of the dam, which

is reflected in milk yield, and of the calf once it begins grazing) will therefore have a

larger impact upon the growth of bulls (Ahunu and Makarechian, 1986; Sharma et a1.,
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where,
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prime $ denotes the dam of the individual expressing the phenotypic
value for weaning weight,

h*, h*, and h*o are the $quare roots of their respective
heritabilities, and

the other factors are explained in the List of Abbreviations.

Figure 1. Path coefficient diagram and linea¡ model of the relationship between a
matenally-influenced üait, weaning weight, and postweaning gain (after
Hohenboken, 1973\.
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1982; Itulya et al., L987; Anderson and Wilham, 1978; Waugh and Ma¡lowe, 1969).

Bull calves on young dams are especially affected (Elzo et al., 19871. Nelson and Kress,

1981). Selection of bulls in such an environment may not result in a choice of

genetically superior bulls but instead a combination of genetics and (or) environmental

adaptation @eNise et al., 1988; Frisch, 1981). Compensation for a nutritionally poor

preweaning environment can be provided through creep-feeding. Preston and Willis

(1970), in a review of the literature, found almost unanimous agreement that

creep-feeding increased weaning weight and was more effective when the nutritional

environment was poor.

The nutritional environment pre- and post-weaning affects relationships

between growth traits (Waugh and Marlowe, 1969). V/augh and Marlowe (1969), using

Hereford heifer data, found that the type of feed fed during the preweaning and

postweariing growth periods affected the heifers growth rate. Heifers creep-fed during

the preweaning growth period, and fed mainly grain during the postweåning growth

perid, grew faster than noncree,pfed heifers. If the postweaning ration was mostly

roughage, noncreepfed heifers grew faster. V/augh and Marlowe (1969) also noted that

inhibit€d growth during the preweaning period was not completely overcome by positive

compensatory growth (i.e., accelerated growth following a period of inhibited growth,

largely because of nuEitional environments (Smith et al., 1976, 1989; Brown et a1.,

1972b)) during the postrveaning growth period.

Selection for postweaning gain under different postweaning nutitional

environments was found by Bailey and I¿,wson (1986) to affect the postweaning growth
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naits as well as producing differenct responses in milk production. The calves fed

concentrates, rather than roughage, had a 60 kg average advantage in postweaning gain

and yearling weight. For the calves that became dams, milk yield was greater for the

dams selected on the roughage diet. The authors speculated that perhaps selection "on

the roughage diet was more efficient, or that the concentrate diet had a deleterious effect

on the udder so that genetic potential could not be expressed".

In summary, the growth of an individual follows the pattern dictaæd by

genetic differences acting within an unique set of environmental conditions. The growth

traits, and of inærest here a¡e weaning weight and postrveaning gain, are studied by the

application of quantitative genetics to estimate the genetic change. Accounting for

important sources of environmental variation (year of birth, herd of origin, maternal

ability) and sex variation improves the accuracy of estimation. Selection for a particular

growth trait, given an optimum environment, which may be different between bull and

heifer calves, is expected to produce changes in the other growth traits because of the

similarity of genes active from one developmental period !o another.
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Maærnal Ability

The growth of the beef calf from birth to weaning is influenced in an

important way by the maternal ability of the dam. The maternal effect is a phenotypic

value of the dam that is expressed in the phenotype of her calf (Hohenboken, 1985a).

It is genetic and environmental in origin and thus has genetic properties, such as

heritabilify and genetic correlations with other traits. As an effect on the calf, it is

entirely envi¡onmental.

Figure 1 illustrates the contribution of a maternal effect on the maternally-

influenced trait, weaning weight (WW), and summarizes it in a line¿r model. The

weaning weight of the calf @"*) reflects a genetic (G**o) and an environmental (E**)

component. The dam's (/) contribution to the calfs weaning weight is through two

sources: the transmission of a sample half of her genes (% (i/,* *o) and the expression

of her maternal genetic and permanent maternal envi¡onmental effects (d*.*, and

E**"J. A direct-maternal genetic correlation (ro,**o.**rJ will also contribute to the

direct genetic component of weaning weight (G*.*ro). The si¡e's contribution is genetic

only and is through transmission of a sample half of his genes. Illustrating the dam's

importance to offspring weaning weight, V/right et al. (1987) found that the dam's

contribution was almost seven times that of the sire's contribution.

The maternal effect of greatest importance is milk production. Other

effects include the uterine environment and its effect on bi¡th weight, the colostrum milk

which confers passive immunity to the calf, the dam's behavior and protection towards

her calf, the habitat in which the dam raises her calf, the lactation number of the dam,
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and the suckling time and frequency of suckling by the catf (Hohenboken, 1985a; Drewry

et al., 1959). The maternal effect, as defined by milk production, is affected by the

nutritional level of the dam which influences the quantity and quality of the milk

@ickinson, 1960). Milklevels are likely related to reproductive traits (Willham, 1972a),

such as age at puberty, age at first calving, first breeding date, pregnancy rate and calf

crop percentage (Smith et al., 1989; Montano et al., 1986). The maternal effect

primarily affects preweaning traits, but there may be a carry-over effect to postweaning

growth traits (Hohenboken, 1985a).

Maternal ability cannot be estimated directly (Willham, 1930).

Experimental methods for estimation of maternal ability in beef cattle have used

primarily comparison of maternally-related individuals to paternally-related individuals

(or half-sib analysis) and resemblances among other relatives (Koch, 1972; Willham,

1980). The problems involved in estimating maternal effects have been reviewed by

V/illham (1980). These problems include confounding of the maternal effect with the

dam's direct genetic contribution to growth, the possibility of a genetic correlation

between maternal ability and growth, ild the expression of the maternal effect, by

females only, a generation behind the direct genetic effect.

Milk Production

The effect of maternal ability on posuratal calf growth is the focus of beef

cattle studies examining maternal effects. Evidence and importance of maternal effects

in b€ef cattle come from studies and reviews which report a high correlation between

milk production and preweaning growth and a greater similarity in performance of
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maternal half-sibs than paternal half-sibs @ickinson, 1960; Gleddie and Berg, 1968;

Koch, 1972; Wilham, L972a,1980; Hohenboken,19731' Barlow, \978; Buchanan et al.,

1982; Montano et al., 1986). Maternal effects have been found to be more important in

determining the preweaning growth of the calf than the calfls own genetic potential for

growth (Ray et al., L970; Hohenboken and Brinlis, L97I1' Hohenboken, 1973; Fitzhugh,

re76).

Milk production of the dam peaks at about 60d postpartum @rewry et al.,

1959; Dawson et a1., 1960; Robison et a1., 1978). During the fi¡st month of milk

production, overproducing dams will reduce milk production to meet the level of their

calf s capacity and, consequently, the dam's potential may be underestimated (Gleddie

and Berg, 1968; Drewry et al., 1959; Rutledge et al., l97L). By the second month,

when both milk produced and calf appetiæ are equal and milk production is highest, the

correlation between calf weight and dam milk yield is also highest (Gleddie and Berg,

1968). The correlation decreases as¡ the calf begins to forage and milk is no longer the

only source of nutrients. Creepfeeding and delayed weaning could also reduce the

correlation between milk production and weights or gains (Gleddie and Berg, 1968).

Robison et al. (1978) found that milk production was sufficient to meet growth and

maintenance requirements during the fust month only. By 4 months of age, the calf was

obtaining orúy 65Vo of its energy requirements from milk.

Milk production has been shown ûo account for L6% to 667o of the

variation in weaning weight @reston and Willis, L970; Neville, 1962; Jeffery et a1.,

L97 L; Robison et al. , L978) . Montano et al. (1986) used th¡ee breeds of beef cattle with
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different levels of milk production but of similar size and growth to investigate the

relationship of calf growth !o level of milk production. Progeny from high milk

producing dams were heavier at weaning than moderate and low milk producing dams

and maintained 63To and 54% of this advantage to final weight at about 16 months.

Progeny from moderate milk producing dams maintained 90% of their weaning weight

advantage to final weight compared to low milk producing dams. In general, dams

producing more milk wean heavier calves (Morris and Wilton, L976), and the quantity

of milk is more important than the quality @utledge et al., l97l).

Age of Dam

Age-of-dam effects are largely a reflection of differential milk production

associated with the growth patterns of dams @rewry et al., L959; Rutledge et al., l97L).

Robison et al. (L978) found that milk yield of Hereford cows increasd up to 5 years,

plateaued from 5 to 8 years, then declined after 8 years. Rutledge et al. (1971) reported

ma¡rimum milk yield from 8.4 year old Hereford dams. Preston and Willis (1970)

summarized 17 studies which included the effect of age of dam and, in general, weaning

weight was heaviest from 6 to 9 year old dams; the same age group which had the

highest milk production levels. That the age-of-dam effect on weaning weight is really

a milk yield effect was reinforced by a study by Neville (L962) who found that including

milk yield as a variable in an analysis of weaning weight often removed the age-of-dam

effect.

Age of dam often has a curvilinear effect on preweaning traits @utledge

et al., 197I, Jeffery et al., L97L). Weaning weights generally increase with age of dam
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until maturity (5-6 years), then level off (7-9 years), and decline (I-eighton et al., 1982;

Anderson and Wilham, 1978). Waugh and Ma¡lowe (1969) reported that calves from

young dams had the slowest growth rate to one year of age and that calves from mature

dams (6-11 years) had the fastest growth rate. The age-of-dam effect has been found to

explain from 2.4% to 12% of the total variation in weaning weight (Nelsen and Kress,

1981; Sharma et al., 1982).

Age-of-dam effects on postweaning traits have been found but they are

indirect environmental effects (Elzo et a1., 1987). If the preweaning genetic growth

potential of the calf is met then postweaning traits would be independent of the age of

dam effect. If genetic growth potential is not reahzeÀ during preweaning growth then

the calf may experience positive compensatory growth postweaning. On the other hand,

if the calf is fed at a high nunitional level during the preweaning growth phase, it may

not gain as much weight as expected during the postweaning growth phase (negative

compensatory growth). Mavrogenis et al. (1978) found that Hereford bulls born to

mature (5-8 years) dams tended to be heavier at all postweaning weights to one year of

age.

Literature on beef cattle indicaæs that the age-of-dam effect on

postwearring gain to a year of age is usually not of importance (Koch and Clark, 1955;

Sharma et a1., 1982; Mavrogenis et a1., L978). Inconsistent effecs were observed by

Itulya et al. (1987) where 12 and 20 month gain of bulls and 12 and 24 month gain of

heifers had important age of dam effects but 24 month gain of bulls and 20 month gain
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of heifers did not. Shelby et al. (1963) re,ported important age-of-dam effects on feedlot

gain but only for 3 year old dams.

Postweaning weights are more often affected by age-of-dam effects than

postweaning gains because weights Írre more dependent upon the part-whole relationship

of growth than are gains, and postrveaning weights a¡e sometimes calculated as age-of-

dam adjusted weaning weight plus postweaning gain. Important effects were found by

Sharma et al. (1982) for yearling weight in males and 18-month weight in females and

by Mavrogenis et al. (1978) for yearling weight of Hereford bulls. Mavrogenis et al.

(1978) reported that age of dam effects accounted for 827o of the variation in yearling

weight but only 24Vo of the variation in postrveaning gain. Graser and Hammond (1985),

studying the Australian Simmental si¡es in the National Beef Recording program, found

that age-of-dam effects on yearling weight were similar to the 200-day effects. By 18

months, the age-of-dam effect was still apparent but much reduced.

Studies summa¡izpd by Woldehawariat et al. (1977) indicate that, on

average, 8-year-old dams produced calves with the highest weaning weight, and 9-year-

old dams produced calves with the highest postweaning gain and yearling weight.

Records affected by age-of-dam effects a¡e often adjusted before analysis.

Prior correction factors for age of dam, and inclusion of systematic effects (year, herd,

sex) within the model, a¡e used to eliminate variation due to these effects so that a more

reliable estimate of genetic merit is used for selecting replacement stock (-eighton et al.,

1982; Aaron et al., 1986a). Age-of-dam correction factors are specific to a population;

u¡s usually greatest for immature dams and can change with selection. Olthoff et al.
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(1990a) reported that age-of-dam correction factors \,vere smaller for calves from larger

cows and for faster calf growth rates applied to birth, weaning, and yearling weights.

Aaron et al. (1986a) suggesùed that the bias in age-of-dam effects introduced by selection

for growth traits could be caused by correlated responses in milk yield and mature

weight. However, increases in mature weight and milk yield could be partially offsetting

effects because age-of-dam correction estimates would increase with milk yield but

decrease with mature weight.

Permanent Maternal Environment

Important maternal effects also exist in the form of permanent maternal

environment (Vesely and Robison, L973). The permanent maternal envi¡onmental effect

is that part of the pheno6.pic variation in weaning weight due to envi¡onmental factors

which permanently affect a dam's performance throughout her lifetime. It is caused by

an unique set of environmental conditions affecting the dam.

The permanent maternal environmental effect is of importance in a

production system where each dam raises more than one offspring during her lifetime.

Offspring from the same dam, though born in different years, will be similar not only

because of common genes, but also because of shared permanent maternal environmental

effects. This effect is a part of repeatability (Wright et al. , 1987) and appears to be

small, - 2Vo to 7.4% of phenotypic variation (Hohenboken , L973; Deese and Koger,

1967; Wright et al., 1987).

Evidence exists of a negative relationship between the dam's permanent

maternal envi¡onmental effect and the envi¡onmental effects that influenced the dam's
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own weaning weight þrimarily maternal but also a year effect in terms of climatic and

nutritional conditions, and creep-feeding) (Koch, 1972; Reed et al., 1988; Riska et al.

(in mice), 1985; Hohenboken,1973; Robison, 1981). That is, high milkproducing dams

that wean heavy calves because of environmental rather than genetic causes, adversely

affect the subsequent maternal abifity of their female offspring (Hohenboken, 1973).

Associations with Growth

The size of the uterine cavity (a maternal effect) can influence the birth

weight of the calf and the calf s subsequent growth curve. Depending upon uterine sizæ,

the calf may or may not be able to realize its genetic prenatal growth potential. High

prenatal growth has been termed juvenile growth potential by Dickinson (1960). Without

the expression of juvenile growth potential, the phenotypic ranking for birth weight

largely reflects the genetic growth poæntial and is closely related to genetic ranking for

mature weight. The growth of these calves is compensatory from one to four months

with the birth weight correlation decreasing as the calf ages to four months. As maturity

approaches, the correlation between birth weight and older age weights increases. Calves

born to larger dams (and therefore larger uterine environments) are able to express the

juvenile growth potential. The correlation betrveen bi¡th weight and later weights

decreases from birth to weight at 9 months and then levels off. The bi¡th weight

correlations are higher for calves from larger dams until about 8 months of age when

calves from smaller dams have greaûer birth weight correlations.

The relationship between growth and maternal ability is difficult to explain

and probably relates to the differentpatterns of growth, as illushated above and discussed
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previously. Both negative and positive relationships have been reported, as well as a

lack of correlation. Literature reviews by Robison (1981), Koch (1972), and

Hohenboken (1973) indicate the relationship is negative. Robison (1981) presents

evidence that the negative relationship can be carried through !o poshreaning traits such

as final weight and gain. Explanations for a negative relationship include bias in the

estimation of the maternal effect, an actual negative genetic correlation, a negative

environmental correlation, or "compensatory evolutionary forces that tend to keep

individual size relatively constant at weaning" (K@h, 1972; Willham, I972a). Evidence

points towards a postive, or weak negative, genetic correlation and a negative

environmental correlation @eese and Koger, 1967; Hohenboken and Brinlis, l97L;

Hohenboken, 1973; Robison, 1981; Mueller and fames, 1985). This relationship is

discussed further in the section headed 'direct-maternal cova¡iance".

In summary, the maternal effect is a phenotypic tait of the dam which is

genetic and environmental in origin, but as a phenotypic trait of the calf, it is strictly

environmental. The maternal effect is primarily expressed in the preweaning growth of

the calf through the nutritional environment (milk production) provided by the dam. If

the preweaning growth environment is unable to meet the calf s genetic growth potential

then maternal effects may be carried over üo postweåning mits. Because milkproduction

varies with age, age of dam is often used to preadjust records that are maternally

influenced. Unlike simply-inherited traits which can be measured directly, the maternal

effect is estimated indirectty through various comparisons of relatives. The permanent

maternal environmental variation is used in mixed model methodology to account for a
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nongenetic cause of similarity between calves of the same dam. The literature indicates

a negative relationship between maternal ability and growth, likely reflecting a weak

negative, or positive, genetic correlation and a negative environmental correlation.
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Selection Response

The evolutionary deveþment of a species occurs through natural selection

and gene mutation, effecting changes in morphology, physiology and behavior @lack,

1983). Changes can also occur within isolated populations (spatial or temporal

differentiation) through genetic drift and migration, or gene flow. This evolutionary

development through genetic change, or natural selection, operates within a framework

provided by the environment. The extent to which an individual in a particular

environment will be able to survive and reproduce, its 'fitness', is a function of its genes.

Under artifrcial selection, man chooses which animals will become parents of the next

generation, thereby causing differential reproduction ¿rmong different genotlpes which

may or may not affect the fi.tness of the individual. Consequently, selection changes the

population mean through a change in gene frequencies and this change is referred to as

the selection response, or genetic response. The selection response of a particular trait

may be of the selected trait (the direct response to selection) or a correlated trait (the

correlated or indirect response to selection). Measurement of the selection response is,

in theory, the difference in mean phenotypic value from one generation to the next of an

infinite population. In practice, the population of study is finite and measurement

requires some means of accounting for the envi¡onmental and genetic trends, such as

comparison of an unselected control population to a selected population.

Selection experiments can provide information relating to the validation

of theoretical predictions of direct and correlated respones, estimation of genetic
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parameters, assessment of the importance of additive genetic and environmental factors

in the phenotypic selection response, and efficient design of breeding programs (Irgang

et al., 1985a).

Factors Affecting the Selection Response

Some of the factors affecting the di¡ect and correlated selection responses

are illustrated in Figure 2. The direct genetic response per year of selection for trait X

(RÐ is affected by the heritability of the Eait (htÐ, the selection differential (D), and

the generation interval (t) (Hohenboken,1985a): Rx : G2x.DÐ / t. The correlated

genetic response p€r yeår in trait Y (CRy) when selection is for frait X is affected by the

heritabilities of both Faits (h* and hr), the genetic correlation between the two fraits

(ro,*"), the selection differential of Eait X (D;), the phenotypic standard deviation of the

correlated trait (ø"."), and the generation inærval (t) (Falconer, 1981 p286): CR" :

(hr. ht . rc,xy. D*. øry) / t. Both the direct and correlated selection responses are affecæd

by the envi¡onment, which is shown in Figure 2 as a large circle encompassing R* and

CRt. Other factors that can affect the selection response include genetic drift,

inbreeding, the fitness of the individual, and the design of the experiment. The following

discussion will define each factor and explain its signiñcance to the selection response.

Selection Differential. The selection differential is a measure of the selection applied and

is the phenotypic difference between the average of selected parents and the average of

the population from which they were selected (Hohenboken, 1985a; Falconer, 1981 p171,

L74-177). By dividing by the phenotypic standard deviation, the response to selection
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic representation of the factors affecting the selection req)onse.
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can be generalized and is called the inænsity of selection (i), or standa¡dized selection

differential, and can be used to compare results f¡om different selection experiments.

This value expresses the number of phenotypic standard deviations by which parents

exceed the average of the population from which they were selected. The smaller the

proportion of selected parents, the greater will be the inænsity of selection and the

greater the genetic response expected. An estimate of the effectiveness of selection can

be obtained from a comparison of the actual selection differentials of parents producing

progeny to the maximum selection differentials of the highest ranking individuals had

they produced progeny (i.e., actual vs. maximum) (Aaron et al., 1986a; Frahm et al.,

1985a).

Selection differentials are usually low in beef cattle selection experiments

(0.10 to 0.33 standard deviations per year), with most of the selection differential due

to selection on sires (79Vo to lA0%), because of the structure of beef cattle populations

(Mrode, 1988b). Newman et al. (1973) reported that the pattern of cumulative selection

differentials w¿lr¡ slow in the early years but became more uniform in later years, with

accumulation greater in the sires than in the dams. Actual selection differentials

expressed as a percentage of maximum range from77% to 100% for sires and 50% to

8L% for dams from 7 studies reviewed by Mrode (1988b).

Generation Interval. In beef cattle, generations are not discrete but overlapping - at any

one time most herds have cows drawn from at least two generations. The generation

interval (t) is then the average age of the parents conributing progeny (Falconer, 1981

pL77-I79; Hohenboken, 1985a). The average generation interval of the studies
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summarized by Mrode (1988b) was 4.4 years, with sires ranging from 2 to 4.3 years and

dams ranging from 4 to 6.6 years. Minimizing the generation inærval is expected to

increase the genetic response. However, reducing the generation interval by increased

culling of older cows increases the number of replacements required which reduces the

selection intensity. With overlapping generations, the rate of genetic improvement is

expected to be slow in the early years, and to be nonlinear, in fact, underestimating the

linea¡ response (Mueller and James, 1985). Nwakalor et aJ. (1976) reported that most

of the genetic improvement in weaning weight occurred during the last two-thirds of the

time period studied.

Heritabiliqv. Heritability (h') is a property of the Eait, of the population, and of the

environmental circumstances affecting the individuals of the population (Falconer, 1981

p1a8-151). Thus, it can vary from population to population and from generation to

generation. Narrow-sense heritability (the definition used here unless othenvise

specified) is defined as the ratio of additive genetic variance (VJto phenotypic variance

(Vr) as follows: h2 : Ve/Vp. Values are expected to be be¡væn zÊro and one and are

estimated from the degree of resemblance between relatives. A heritability value of zæro

indicates that none of the phenotlpic variation of the hait is due to additive genetic

variation and a heritability value of one indicates that all of the phenot¡pic variation is

due to additive genetic variation. A heritability value may be low (less than .25),

moderate (.25 to .50), or high (greaær than .50).

Heritability deñned as the ratio of selection response to the amount of

selection attempted is called rørlizrd heritability, or realized response to selection
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(Hohenboken, 1985a; Falconer, 1981 p18a). It can be calculated from the linear

regression of the estimated genetic response per year on the selection intensity practiced

(Newman et al., 1973; Irgang et a[., 1985b; Blai¡ and pollak, 1984a): h2, : booo,

where b : regression (of the), R : selection response (on the), and CSD : cumulative

selection differential, or selection intensity practiced. Average estimates from Mrode's

(1988b) review of beef cattle selection experiments are .34 for weaning weight, .59 for

postweaning gain, and .30 for yearling weight. RealizÊd heritability is equivalent, in

ft*ry, to narrow-sense heritability but it is often different because of lack of knowledge

of the true biological control of the selected trait. Antagonistic genetic correlations

between the selected trait and fitness, for example, may limit realized selection response

even when there is a lot of additive genetic variation in a trait.

The heritability of a maternally-influenced trait contains several terms,

reflecting the partition of the additive gmetic variance into direct (growth) and maternal

components (willham, r972a). Heritability of weaning weight, for example, is:

ht*** : (Vo,* + l.5covo:r¡vrilD,\ü\f,M +.5vo.u,rÀ,r,ú)/Vr,*

or: h2w* : h'**o * 1.5ro..,,.,,¡*w*.hwwo.h***, + .5h2wwM,

where Vo,* = direct additive genetic variance, COVc.$,wD.\rwM : direct-maternal

additive genetic covariance, Vr,* : phenotfpic va¡iance, ild ro,wwo.wwrnr : direct-

maternal genetic correlation.

The heritability can be increased or decreased through changes in the

additive genetic variation or phenotlpic variation. The introduction of un¡elated animals

into a herd (or gene migration) may inc¡ease the additive genetic variation.
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Consequently, Composite or Synthetic breeds, with a genetic makeup composed of

several different breeds, contain greater additive genetic va¡iation and t¡.pically have

higher heritabilities than purebreds (B€rtrand and Benyshek, 1987; Mrode, 1988b;

Sharma et al., 1985). More commonly, heritability can be increased (as well as selection

response) by reducing the environmental variation through the design of the experiment,

management practices, and adjusting records for known, systematic sources. Field

studies, for example, often have smaller heritability estimates than selection studies

because of greater environmental variation due to variable m¿rnagement practices (e.9.,

creep-feeding, weaning age) and climatic and nutritional conditions (Itulya et al., 1987;

Bertrand and Benyshek, 1987).

Genotype x Environment Interaction. When there is genotype x environment interaction

(a change of degree, or ranking, of genotypes in different envi¡onments, Falconer, L981

p290) then selection response depends upon the environment in which the trait is

expressed. Frisch (1981) reported effective selection for high postweåning gain in

Hereford-Shorthorn cross cattle under field conditions in a tropical environment. The

response was achieved entirely through increased resistance to environmental stresses

(disease organisms including cattle ticks, helminth species, and bovine infectious

keratoconjunctivitis, high temperature, and poor nutrition) which affect growth rate and

not to increases associated with genetic growth poæntial. Selection was against those

genes causing environmental sensitivity. V/ith improved nutritional conditions, the

control line performed better than the select line, suggesting that high growth poæntial

and high envi¡onmental resistance (drought tolerance) might be mutually exclusive.
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Fowler and Ensminger (1960) investigated the effects of a high and low

level of nutrition (full feeding versus restricted feeding) on postweaning gain selection

in swine and found that different physiological mechansims had been selected.

When genotlpe-environment interaction is important, selection of parents

in the environment that their progeny will be expected to perform is suggested (Fowler

and Ensminger, 1960; Falconer, 1980 p292). For the most part though, results indicate

that this interaction is not of great importance for growth in æmperate envi¡onments.

Genetic Drift. Fitness. In the absence of selection, migration and mutation, genetic drift

(drift variance) will cause a change in gene frequencies resulting in a change in the

population mean. Genetic drift (atso sampling variation or chance variation) occurs when

the individuals that become parents have gene frequencies different from the population

at large (Falconer, 1981 p6; Hohenboken, 1985a). The smaller the number of parents

chosen the higher the probability of genetic drift occurring. Drift va¡iance can be

reduced by choosing breeding individuals with perfonnance close to the mean of all

individuals in that generation, i.€., with a selection differential near zero (Hill, 1972).

Nevertheless, genetic drift may still occur. Newman et al. (1973) found unintentional

selection differentials in the control line of a beef cattle selection experiment.

The fitness of an individual refers ûo Darwinian fitness, a value associated

with the survival and reproduction of a particular genotype, or individual. Differences

in fitness between parents and offspring can alter gene frequencies and the response to

selection will not be as expected (VanVlæk, L979 p7-8). Genetic correlation between

the selected hait and fitness will determine whether natural selection is synergistic or
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antagonistic (Hohenboken,l985a). An example of an antagonistic genetic correlation is

the condition of pale, soft, exudative meat in swine. The genes increase leanness and

muscle mass but decrease the fitness (survival) of the individual (Webb et al., lgg2).

Inbreeding. Inbreeding, the mating of related individuals, depends upon the population

size (Falconer, 19S1 p57). The smaller the population, the more likely that fwo

individuals will be related through ancestry and therefore inbred. The inbreeding level,

given as a percenüage, represents the decrease in heterorygosity from the ,,original

heterozygosity in the common ancestor" (Hutt and Rasmusen, 1gg2). Inbreeding cån

thus be viewed as the percent increase in homozygosity (Hutt and Rasmusen, Igg2)

which reduces the additive genetic va¡iance and therefore the selection response. In

some cases, selection may counteract the inbreeding effect. Selection for litter size in

inbred lines of flice, for example, resulted in larger litær sizes in the surviving lines of

inbred mice than in the original population (Falconer, I98L p2Z9-z3O). In general,

reproductive traits are more adversely affected than growth traits (Falconer, 19g1 p225).

Inbreeding effects on the phenotypic variation can vary from ¡.ait to trait

and species to species, be age dependent, and (or) depend upon the environment

(Hohenboken, 1985b; see Pirchner for examples, 1985 p243). In beef cattle, low levels

of inbreeding in the darn (4.6Vo and 5To) and (or) calf (g.8% and I tão) do ¡6¡ r¡srally

have significant effects on growth traits, although weaning weight was adversely affected

by inbreeding of the calf C.50kg and -.45kg pr l% increase in inbreeding) (Chevraux

and Bailey, 1977; Nelms and Stratton, 1967). Higher average levels of inbreeding in the

calf (33.Lvo) and dam (21.s%) have been reported by Nwakalor et al. (1976). They
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reported that the phenotypic and genetíc trends of weaning weight were -.35 kg yrr and

L.lV kg yr-r but adjusted for inbreeding of calf and dam, they were .36 kg yrt and 1.87

kg yrt. The linecross groups were .58 and 2.09 kg yt-t, respectively, indicating that

adjustment for inbreeding does not fully compensate for the detrimental effects of

inbreeding.

Table 1 summarizes the effect of each factor discussed above on the

expected change in the selection response if that factor was increased and all other factors

held constant.

Design of the Experiment. The design of the experiment influences the type of

information to be gained by analysis. For example, divergent selection is the most

efficient design for estimation of genetic parameters (Hill, L972). V/ith designed

experiments involving select and control populations, or divergently selected,

populations, genetic trends can be obtained with relatively simple analyses (Hill, 1972).

Where a control, or divergent, population is not a part of the design, mixed-model

methodology (Henderson, 1973; Quras and Pollak, 1980) can be used to estimate genetic

trends. Mixed-model methodology can also be used to analyzn, poputations with a

control, or divergent, population. The experimental design of beef cattle selection

studies to accuraûely measure genetic frend has been reviewed by Mrode (1988a).

Improvements in designs such as increased population size, planned matings to minimize

inbreeding and methods to adequately separate the genetic and environmental trends have

been discussed by Mrode (1988b).
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TABLE 1. Summary of the effect each factor would have on the selection response if
that factor was increased and all other factors remained unchanged.

Factor Increased Çlqgr in the Selection Response

selection differential

generation inærval

heritabiliry

environ mental variation

genetic drift

fi.tness

inbreeding

rncrease

decrease

increase

decrease

cannot be predicted

increase

decrease
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Some of the factors affecting heritability and correlation include selection,

nutritional level, method of estimation, perïnanent maternal envi¡onment, and the

direct- maternal covariance.

Selection. The effect of selection is to reduce the additive genetic variation.

Consequently, heritability estimates are typically smaller in selected populations

compared to unselected populations (Falconer, 1981 p179-181; Thdft et al., 19g1). The

selection of the top individuals in a population results in a reduced phenotypic

disfibution of the selected group compared to the phenotypic distribution of the

population from which they were selected. The additive genetic variation is reduced

equivalently. The resulting heritability estimate is reduced. The additive genetic

variation lost through selection eventually becomes equalized to that restored through

segregation and recombination of the gametes in the progeny. The reduction is greatest

between the first and second generations of selection and, the higher the heritability, the

greater the reduction.

Thdft et al. (1981) investigated the effects of selection on 2534 Hereford

and Angus calf records. The paternal half-sib analysis of variance technique was used

to obtain the genetic parameter estimates for each line (confiol and select) and sex @ulls

and heifers) (Table 2). Heritability estimates from control-line data were larger than

heritability estimates from select-line data by 1.3 e.4),7.0 (2.3), and 3.0 (3.5) rimes

for weaning weight, postweaning gain, and yearling weight, respectively, of bulls (and

heifers). The lower heritability estimates found in the select compared to control
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TABLE 2. Heritabilities and correlations of weaning weight, postweaning gain, and
yearling weight from Thrift et al. (1981) for select and control line calves by sex.

Bulls Heifers

Trait Select Control Control

Heritabilities:

weaning weight (WW)

postweaning gain (PWG)

yearling weight (YW)

Correlations:

Genetic:

ww, PV/G

w"w, Yw

PWG, YW

Envi¡onmentalb:

w'w, PwG

ww, Yw

PWG, YW

0.27

0.13

0.32

1.04

1.01

1.00

0.04

0.73

0.70

0.39

0.92"

0.97

0.16

0.38

0.19

-0.08

0.68

0.70

0.10

0.81

0.62

0.39

0.88

0.68

0.51

0.85

0.89

-0.57

2.r5

-2.65

0.13

0.77

0.75

-0.58

0.77

0.00

T{eritability estimates for selected and control line bulls differ (P<.01).
bEnvironmental correlations calculated from the data.
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line indicate a decline in additive genetic variance, as phenotypic variance was similar

within both lines. Although the estimates of genetic correlations were not as consistent

as those found for the heritabilities. the estimates from the conÍol line were considered

to be more realistic.

Nutritional I-evel. In the study by Th¡ift et al. (1981) above, bulls were fed ad-lib

postweaning while heifers were maintained on pasture, heifers were thus on a lower

nutritional level than bulls. The lower nutritional plane, if inadequate for expression of

genetic growth potential, can increase the environmental variation and lower the

heritability estimates. In general, heritabilities are lower when animals are on pasture

compared to feedlot (Irgang et al., 1985b). Woldehawariat et al. (1971) reported average

heritability values of .45 for feedlot gain and .34 for pasture gain. DeNise et al. (1988)

estimated the genetic parameters for preweaning traits of Herefords in good, moderate

and poor environments and found that the heritabilities and correlations were dependent

upon the environment and were suggestive of an interaction of the envi¡onment with

genotype and sex under the range conditions of southwestern United States.

Method of Estimation. The methodology used to estimate genetic parameters can affect

their reported values. This is generally due to using simple analytical models which do

not reflect the true biology of faits. Nearly all methods of estimating genetic parameters

are based on observing the similarity of relatives. The observed similarity of relatives

is assumed to be due to causal effects (genes or environment) which are in common.

Willham (1972b) described a model for weaning weight (see Figure 1) and showed which
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causal effects were responsible for the similarity of relatives. The observed similariry

(i'e., covariance) of paternal half-sibs, for example, is assumed to be due on_ly to genes

which are in common between the sibs (one-quarter of genes), so that the covariance of

paternal half-sibs provides an estimate of one-quarter of the additive genetic variance in

weaning weight. The covariance in weaning weight for other tlpes of relatives is less

straight-forward. The offspring-sire covariance estimates one-half of the direct additive

genetic variance plus one-qua¡ter of the direct-maternal covariance. The offspring-dam

covariance estimates one-half of the di¡ect additive genetic variance, one and one-quarter

of the direct-maærnal covariance, and one-half of the maternal additive genetic variance.

The maternal half-sib covariance estimates one-quarter of the di¡ect additive genetic

variance, the di¡ect-maternal covariance, the maternal additive genetic variance, and the

permanent maternal environmental variance. The above was based on Willham,s (L97Zb)

model, and is generally accepted.

Buchanan et al. (1982) compared predicted genetic response in weaning

weight and yearting weight selection lines using parameters estimated from paternal half-

sib analysis of variance (method D and offspring-parent regression (method tr).

Differences in predictions were consistent with the exclusion of maternal effects with

method I and inclusion of maternal effects with method tr. For example, predicted

genetic change per generation in yearling weight of the yeffling and weaning weight

selection lines were .28 and .23 genetic standard deviations for method I and .50 and .25

for method tI. For weaning weight, method tr predicted a greaûer genetic change

occurring in the yearling weight selection line than the weaning weight selection line.
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With method I, predicted genetic change in weaning weight was greatest in the weaning

weight line. Anderson et al. (1974) examined the correlated growth responses in

Shorthorn cattle selected on unadjusted yearling weight. Heritabilities for weaning

weight ranged from .07 @aternal half-sib correlation) to .47 (paternal hatf-sib correlation

adjusted for age of dam and dam birth year). Yearling weight heritabilities ranged from

-.06 þaternal half-sib correlation) to .47 (son-sire regression adjusted for age of dam and

dam birth year).

Direct-Maternal covariance. If serection is on weaning weight and covo:w\ilD,wwM is

negative, heritability of weaning weight will be reduced, and selection progress will be

slower than if it was zero oÍ positive (Willham, lgTäb).

Reports of the covariance and (or) correlation of the di¡ect genetic effect

and maternal ability (genetic origin) for growth traits, primarily weaning weight, have

indicated a negative relationship (Bertrand and Benyshek, 1987; Vesely and Robison,

L973; Ray et al.,1970; Buchanan et al., lg82). Mavrogenis et al. (197g) reported that

the covariance of maternal ability (w!\rM) with direct genetic growth for weaning weight

(wwD), postweaning gain (pwc), and final weight were -432.0, -20.g, and -650.9,

respectively, from si¡e-son regressions. For the covo:wwD,wwM of weaning weight,

Deese and Koger (L967) reported a value of -30%, expressing COVG,*.*D,1yvnr âs â

percent of the phenot¡'pic va¡iance. Hohenboken (1973) indicated a sftong negative

correlation with the offspring-dam relationship included in the estimation

(rc,w*n,wwv=-.79 ot -287o of the phenotypic variation), but a weak negative correlation

when calculated with the offspring-sire relationship (ro,*n*.wwu:_.2g or _g% of the
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phenotypic variation). with the offspring{am relationship excluded, rc,wwD,wwrrr

estimates ranged from -.05 to -.28 (Mrode, 1988b). Koch (1972) reported an average

rc,wwD,wwn of -.05 for the solutions without the offspring-dam relationship and, -.23 when

included.

Comparatively few studies have reported a positive relationship. Graser

and Hammond (1985) found that the di¡ect-maternal covariance for weaning weight was

marginally positive. Skaar (1985) reported that the direct-maternal correlation was .16

and .25 for an Angus and Hereford population; Wright et at. (1987), .16 for Simmentals.

It has been suggested that the genetic correlation often reported as

negative, is in fact a negative environmental correlation (betrveen a heifer's preweaning

environment and her subsequent maternal performance) while the true genetic correlation

is positive. Koch (1972) stated that only a small part of the direct-maternal covariance

is genetic and speculated that the negative environmental correlation is -.1 to -.2. Deese

and Koger (1967) suggested that the di¡ect-maternal genetic correlation is, at most,

weakly negative under the usual environmental conditions because rapid growing breeds

such as Holsteins and Charolais also have excellent milk production. Willham (I972a)

postulated that natural selection may be operating on two levels: f . increased milk

production teading to reduced reproductive performance, and 2. excess fat deposition in

the mammary gland leading to reduced milk production and causing the negative

envi¡onmental correlation. Mendoza and Slanger (1985) indicated that yearling weight

selection response was relatively unaffected by the COVo.wwD,rvrvM of weaning weight.
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Research with other species tends ûo support the findings in beef cattle.

Robison (1981) reviewed a swine cross-fostering study by Ahlschwede and Robison

(L97L). These authors found a positive direct-maternal correlation prior to 4 weeks

which became negative after 4 weeks because of interactions with certain environmental

factors. From 6 to 8 weeks (weaned at 8 weels), the maternal effect became less

important than the genetic effect. Robison's (1981) explanation was that young (swine

or beef) consuming supplemenary feed over-compensate for a low milk supply and this

leads to the observed negative correlation between direct genetic effects and maternal

ability for later weights, while the genetic correlation is positive. Robison (1981) also

reviewed a study by Hill (1965) which showed cova.\n¡/D,ro.w, decreasing as age

increased, from 195 at 90d to -334 at2L0 days. Riska et al. (1985) observed an up and

down trend in the maternal performance of mice from one generation to the next due to

permanent maternal environmental effects.

A variety of environmental correlations probably play a role in the direct-

maternal covariance of weaning weight. Mueller and lames (1935) proposed that the

effect of an environmental correlation on phenotypic response depends upon the length

of the evaluation period. As the evaluation perid lengthens, environmental correlations

become less important because genetic conEibutions become relatively more important.

Similarily, reducing the female generation interval and increasing the female selection

intensity increases ttre importance of environmental covariances. Consequendy, an

environmental correlation could be important in short-term selection experiments (Riska

et al., 1985), and most beef cattle selection experiments are short-term. Complete
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knowledge of the genetic and environmental factors involved in weaning weight are

lacking, leading ûo variable selection responses (see previous section 'method of

estimation" for that variability).

Selection: Same End-Point Phenotype. and Correlated Responses

Selection produces phenotypic changes through changes in the rate and (or)

timing of the ontogenetic processes (biological development of the cells, tissues, and

organs of the individual) (McKinney, 1988 pl7). Selection, through the

interconnectedness of the developmental processes, and pleioftopy, can produce the same

end-point phenotype by operating on different developmental and physiological

mechanisms (Atchley et al., 1990; Atchley, L987).

Atchley et al. (1990) investigated the correlated response of 11 mandible

traits in mice to divergent single-hait selection for percent fatness or leanness. They

concluded that the significant correlated changes found in the mandible within and among

lines were the result of selection altering the ontogenetic patterns and rates of growth of

the mandible's conüibuting parts. Rutledge et al. (1974) found that selection for

increased tail length in replicated lines of mice occurred either by an increase in the

number of the caudal vertebrae or the length of them.

Variability of correlated responses, though direct responses are fairly

consistent from one study to another, has been observed (Atchley et al., Lg82). The

variability is largely due to the fact that the genes which regulate a particular trait in a

particular population vary and the genetic correlation structure varies likewise. If

different deveþmental pathways are used to achieve the same end-point phenotype then
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the underlying correlated genetic structure of these different mechanisms with the same

skeletal, physiological, and reproductive traits is likely ûo be different (Atchley,1987;

Atchley et a1., 1990). This feature may help explain the variability of correlated

responses between growth traits and maternal ability reported in the literature, especially

if the selection strategies differed or operated at different developmental stages of the

same process to produce the sare .nO-point phenotype.

Selection Exoeriment Results

The average rate of genetic change in weaning weight was 1.15 kg yrl

from ten selection experiments reviewed by Mrode (1988b). That for postweaning gain

averaged 2.2lkg yrr from three postweaning gain experiments, and that for yearling

weight averaged 2.65 kg yrl from nine yearling weight experiments. These average

genetic changes represented .63%, 2.03%, ild .80To, respectively, of the mean

performance.

Weaning weight selection produced average correlated responses of 2.58

g d-t yrt in postweaning gain from four experiments and of 2.L5 kg yrt in yearling

weight from five experiments (Mrode, 1988b). Postrveaning gain selection resulted in

correlated increases in weaning and yearling weight of 3.47 and 1.97 kg yrt, both from

one experiment each. Yearling weight selection gave correlated responses of .67 kgyrr

in weaning weight from five experiments and 8.33 g d-t yrt in postrveaning gain from

four experiments. In general, selection on yearling weight gave greater correlated

responses in other growth faits than did weaning weight selection. From two

experiments, the correlated response of weaning weight to yearling weight selection was
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SlVo and 105% of the direct weaning weight selection response. Shelby et al. (1963)

predicted llÙVo of the di¡ect selection for weaning weight would be realized by selection

on postweaning gain, and' l40Vo by selection on yearling weight. Weaning weight

selection would tealizn onty 55% of di¡ect selection for postrveaning gain, and 53 % for

yearling weight. Di¡ect selection on yearling weight would realize ll2% of postweaning

gain selection. Postweaning gain selection would realize 84% of yearling weight

selection.

Luesakul-Reodecha et al. (1986) estimated correlated responses in

reproductive, maternal, and longevity raits of 655 Angus cows, born over a 20-yæt

period, to herd selection for increased 365d. weight. The genetic response in 365d.

weight was 6.83 kg yrt and significantly different from zero. Responses in the

correlated traits were not definitive, though fiends were observed. Long-ûerm selection

for weight at one year of age suggested that mature body weight increases, sexual

maturity becomes delayed, dystocia rate decreases, progeny weights are increased, and

herd longevity is reduced. If these Eends reflect real changes, then cow haits should be

emphasized over selection for growth traits if a maternal line is required.

The following five experiments will illustrate selection responses achieved

in weaning weight, postwearling gain, yearling weight, and maternal ability. These

experiments use primarily the control-line method for analysis and Angus or Hereford

breeds for study. Selection responses will be followed by an asterisk (*) if significantly

different from the conEol line at the P<.05 level, or no asterisk if not significantly
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different at the P<.05 level. The results are summarized in Table 3, along with a

summary of the studies reviewed by Mrode (lgggb).

Hough et al. (1985) investigated the selection reslþnse of sires selected on

yearling weight expected progeny difference and used in an artificial insemination

program' The method of analysis was the control-line method and 726 Hereford calf

records were evaluated. Direct response in 365d. adjusted yearling weight was 5.5 kg

yr-t (*) with correlated responses of 4.6 kg yrr (o) in 205d. adjusted weaning weight,

and 7 g d-t y¡t in postrveaning gain. The high response in yearling weight was due to

a high selection intensity in sires (top 1 To) anda more accurate genetic evaluation of sires

through expected progeny differences. Response in yearling weight was achieved largely

through weaning weight improvement.

Frahm et al. (1985a,b) evaluated l,g4g calf records representing two

Hereford selection lines, one for high adjusted weaning weight and the other for high

adjusted yearling weight, and an Angus control line. Following weaning, bulls were

placed on feedlot test and fed ad-lib while heifers were placed on pasture. Final weights

were taken at 365d. and 425d, respectively. Environmental nend was negative because

of a negative phenotypic trend in the conEol line. Responses in the weaning weight line

for weaning weight, postweaning gain, and yearling weight were 1. L2kgyr-r 1*¡, -1.61

g d-t yr-t, and .59 kg yrt. In the yearling weight line, responses were 1 kg yrr (*), .g5

g d-t yrt, and 1.07 kg yrt for the same th¡ee traits. A second method used to analyze

the selection response (i.e., environmental estimate calculated from all herds using a

multiple regression procedure) gave similar results, and yearling weight response was



TABLE 3. Summary of the direct and correlated responses to selection for weaning weight, postweaning gain, and yearling
weight.

Mrode
Traif tgggb

WV/ direct response (kg yt-t)

correlated response in PWG (g d-t yrt)

correlated response in YW (kg yr-t)

corr. response in milk yield (kg yrt)
PWG direct response

correlated response in WIV

correlated response in YW

corr. response in milk yield

YW direct response

correlated response in WW

correlated response in PWG

corr. response in milk yield

'ww : weaning weight, PV/G :pqstweaning gain, yw : yearling weight.

1.15

2.58

2.15

2.2r

3.47

r.97

2.65

0.67

8.33

Hough et
al. 1985

Aaron et
al. 1986

1.53

4.10

2.tr

0.50

Frahm et
al. 1985

l.t2
-1.61

0.59

0.41

Irgang et
al. 1985

5.50

4.60

7.t0

1.07

-0.04

1.50

0.21

0.8s

r.36

2.40

0.2t

3.51

1.60

12.02

0.46

1.07

r.00

0.85

0.39

Þ{
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signifrcant in the yeårling weight line (.98 kg yrt). The small direct response in yearling

weight, with most of the improvement due to a correlated response in weaning weight

(93%), was attributable to the small response of postrveaning gain in heifers (.78 g d1

yrr compared to 1.36 g d-r y¡-t in bulls) resulting from being placed on pasture. The

heifers were on a lower nutritional level which varied greatly from year to year, and

selected heifers were replaced by lower ranked heifers if they failed to conceive at their

fust breeding season. Respiratory infections plagued the postweaning feeding period of

bulls and this may have contributed to the small direct response in yearling weight

through the negative genetic trend in postweaning gain. The correlated response in milk

yield was .41 kg yrt and .39 kg kg-t in the weaning weight and yearling weight selection

lines, respectively.

The experimental design and analysis of the Aaron et al. (1986a,b) study

was similar to the study by Frahm et al. (1985a,b), with an additional selection line

based on individual and progeny weaning weights. All lines were Angus cattle and the

number of records evaluated was 2,749. Responses in the weaning weight line for

weaning weight, postweaning gain, and yearling weight were 1.53 kg yt-t (o),4.10 g d-t

yrl, and Z.It kg yrr (*), respectively. Conesponding responses in the yearling weight

line were 1.60 kg yrt (*), 12.02 g d-l y¡-t (*), md 3.51 kg yr-t (*). Direct yerirling

weight response was rcaJizrÅ 45% through weaning weight and 55% through

postweaning gain and was t057o as effective as weaning weight selection. In contrast,

Frahm et al. (1985b) reported that selection on yeårling weight as a means of increasing

weaning weight was 89% as effective as selecting on direct weaning weight. Correlated
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responses in milk yield (.50 kg yrt in weaning weight line, .46 kg yrt in yearling weight

line, .45 kg yt-t. in control line) and composition were similar for cows of both lines,

with a trend for the weaning weight line cows to produce more milk than control line

cows @<.10).

Irgang et al. (1985a) selected only bulls for high adjusted 205d. weaning

weight or postweaning gain from 205d. to 365d. from within sire families. Bulls were

placed on feedlot test postweaning and heifers on pasture. Heifer weights were taken at

12 months to calculate postweaning gain. Bulls and heifers were analyzed separately.

The conffol-line method and a multiple-regression procedure were used to analyze the

data. Bull responses in the weaning weight line for weaning weight, postweaning gain,

and yearling weight were 1.07 kg yrt, -.04 kg yrr, and 1.5 kg yrr, respectively (Irgang

et a1., 1985b). Heifer responses were less than bulls for weaning weight and yearling

weight but larger for posnreaning gù, though none were significantly different from

zero. Bull responses in the postweaning gain line for weaning weight, postweaning gain,

and yearling weight were 1.36 kg yt-t (*), .85 kg yrt, and2.4 kg yrt (*), respectively.

Heifer values were 91 %, 35%, and 637o of corresponding values for bulls. Selection

for postweaning gain was more effective in improving weaning weight than weaning

weight selection by 127% for bulls and 125% for heifers. Correlated response in milk

yield was .21kg yrr for the weaning weight line and .27 kg yrt (*) for the postweaning

gain line (Irgang et al., 1985c). The positive response in milk yield was atfibuted to

Sejrsen's (1978 in kgang et al., 1985c) explanation 'that animals with high genetic
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growth capacity would have higher growth hormone concenfiation in the blood and

consequently better mammary tissue growth resulting in higher milk production".

Parnell et al. (1986) investigated the selection response of Angus cattle to

divergent selection for yearling gain adjusted for age of dam. Their data were analysed

by a multi-trait reduced animal model. Results are presented as a deviation from the

control line. Bull responses for the high (and low) lines for 200d. adjusted weaning

weight, yearling weight and adjusted yeârling gain were 25 kg yrl 1-20¡, 32kg yrr (-41),

and 7.4 g d-t yrt (-10.4, respectively. Heifer responses were 76Vo (-85Vo), 77Vo (-

68%), and 90% (-60To) of corresponding bull responses in the high (and low) lines.

In summary, selection is used by animal breeders to effect permanent

changes in the genetic merit of a population. Selection for the same trait in different

populations tends to produce similar responses in the selected Eait, but variable responses

in correlated traits. The underlying correlated genetic structure may be different and

selection may be operating on different physiological and developmental systems to

produce the same end-point phenotype. The selection response, nevertheless, depends

fundamentally upon the heritability, selection differential, and generation interval.

Inbreeding, genetic drift, fitness, design of the experiment, and the environment may also

play a role in influencing the selection response. If the correlated selection response is

of interest, genetic correlations may be an important factor. Factors which affect

heritability and correlations include selection, nutritional level, method of estimation,

permanent maternal environment, and di¡ect-maternal covariance. The direct genetic-

maternal ability covariance, or correlation, is difficult !o interpret because it seems that
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there is both a genetic and an environmental component due to maternal ability being a

phenotypic trait with genetic and environmental components. Evidence suggests that the

genetic correlation is positive, or weakly negative, while the environmental correlation

is negative. Selection on weaning weight selects not only for the direct genetic

component but also the maternal ability. Consequently, selection on weaning weight was

least effective in improving yearling weight and posnveaning gain and, in some cases,

less effective than yearling weight or postweaning gain selection. Yearling weight direct

selection response was achieved through changes in the correlated responses of weaning

weight and postweaning gain. In some cases, most of the change in yearling weight was

due to weaning weight response (93% from Frahm et al., 1985b) and, in others, to

postweaning gain response (75% from experiments reviewed by Mrode, I988b; 557o

from Aa¡on et al., 1986b). The correlated genetic trend in milk yield to growth trait

selection was positive and slightly greater for weaning weight selection lines than

yearling weight selection lines, though responses were not significantly different from

each other or the control lines.
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The genetic analysis of selection experiments relies upon the accurate

separation of genetic and environmental hends. To illustrate, the control-line method

results of Sharma et al. (1985) and Newman et al. (1973) are presented. Sharma et al.

(1985) found that if the phenotypic ftend had been taken as an estimate of genetic trend

it would have underestimated genetic Eend by 2a% (.aakg) for weanin g weight, IB%

Q.azg d-1) for postweaning gain, andTSVo (4.54kg) for yearling weight because of a

negative envi¡onmental trend. On the other hand, Newman et al. (1973) discovered that

the phenotypic trend of yearling weight was greater than the genetic rend by an average

of ffi% and 63.5%, in the male and female datasets.

Genetic ffend is a graphical representation of the selection response, and

can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of selection applied, to nsee" corresponding

changes in other kaits of interest, and to predict future performance based on changes

in selection and (or) management practices (Witson and Willham, 1986). The first two

uses are present in this ttresis. Average breeding values per year for each fiait of interest

are plotted against the year of birth to obtain the genetic trend. Breeding values cannot

be measured but must be estimated, therefore breeding values are frequently termed

estimated breeding values. The breeding value of an individual is an estimate of the

genetic merit, or genetic worth, of that animal for the trait of interest. It is estimated

from the records of the individual and its relatives and requires knowledge of genetic

parameters (heritabilities and genetic correlations). Each record is weighted according

to the types and numbers of relatives (Hohenboken, 1985a). Breeding value can thus be
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estimated when the nait is sex-limited (maternal ability of bulls and heifers can be

estimated even though only cows express the trait). From the dependence of the

breeding value on the genetic parameters, it follows that breeding value is dependent

upon the genes the individual Eansmits ûo its offspring, and the frequencies of those

genes in the population (Falconer, 1981 p10a-107; Hohenboken, 1985a). Consequently,

additive genetic variation is also a measure of the breeding value variation in a

population, and the regression of breeding value on phenotlpic value is also a measure

of heritability (Hohenboken, 19g5a).

The genetic analysis of selection experiments is possible through a number

of different methods, two of which are the control-line method (an unselected population

is maintained) and the mixed-model methodology. These methods are considered to be

more accurate in estimation of genetic Eend and breeding values than methods used

previously, such as repeat matings and inEa-year regression of offspring on cumulative

selection differential (Mrode, 1988a). Accuracy is important to the replication of

experimental results and to the choice of the best combination of selection and mating

system to meet producer goals. Hence, growth trait records are usually adjusted for age

of dam and systematic (year of birth, sex, and herd) effects to obtain greater accuracy

of progeny genetic values which are used in selection decisions.

Control-Line Method

In beef cattle, the effectiveness of using an unselected conüol population,

or line, in conjunction with a selected line, to partition the phenot¡rpic trend into genetic

and envi¡onmental components was fi¡st shown by Newman, Rahnefeld, and Fredeen
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(1973) in a population of Shorthorns selected for unadjusted yearling weight. The

positive phenotypic response was shown to be a result of both positive environmental and

genetic trends, with the genetic trend accounting for only 40% of the response. The

authors remarked on the envi¡onmental masking of genetic change, the slowness of

selection response in the early years, and the time required for visibile genetic

improvement, even in a highly successful program.

Briefly (see Newman et al. , 1973 for details), the control-line method is

as follows: At leåst two lines are required; an unselected control line, with breeding and

managementpractices designed to minimize, or avoid, genetic change, and a selected line

where genetic change is maximized. The yearly phenotypic change in the control line

is equivalent to the yearly environmental change because the expected yearly genetic

change is zero. Because the environmental change is assumed equal in both lines,

genetic change in the select line is estimated by subtraction of the conhol-line phenotypic

change from the select-line phenotypic change. The analysis involves the regression of

contemporary group performance on year of birth for each line and then subtracting the

control regression estimate from the select regression estimate to obtain the genetic trend

in the select line. Hence, the analysis involves the comparison between mean yearly

phenotypic performance of the control and select lines.

Recent beef cattle selection experiments designed with unselected controls

to measure the selection applied and the direct and correlated responses to selection

include those of Frahm et al. (1985a,b), Irgang et al. (1985a,b,c), and Aa¡on et al.

(1986a,b).
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The control-line method, though effective, has its limitations.

Unintentional selection and genetic drift within the conEol line can reduce the genetic

response estimated (Newman et al., 1973; kgang et al., 1985a). Estimation of maternal

effects uses the calf-suckling technique to measure milk production and estimate the

maternal effect, but only a small number of cows are sampled because of the time

involved (Irgang et al., 1985c; Aa¡on et al., 1986b).

Whereas the control-line method estimates genetic trend by subtraction,

the mixed-model methodology estimates genetic values simultaneously with envi¡onmental

values, bypassing the necessity of a conEol line. If a conhol line is available, selection

response could be estimated by adjusting select line records with fixed effects estimated

from the control line, or by analyzing each line separately and comparing fixed effects

or checking for random genetic drift in average yearly breeding values (Blah and Pollak,

1984a). If fxed effects a¡e similar, datasets could be combined for a more accurate

fixed effects estimation.

Mixed-model Methodology

Mixed-model methodology, or the best linear unbiased prediction (BLIIP)

method with an animal model, has been shown to be effective in separating the genetic

and environmental trends in populations without a control line (Sharma et al., 1985; Blair

and Pollak, 1984a), and is applicable to the separation of direct and maternal genetic

effects (Graser and Hammond, 1985; Quaas and Pollak, 1980). An accurate method of

estimating breeding values in populations without a conEol, such as commercial herds,

would be an invaluable tool. However, comparisons between mixed-model methodology
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and other methods, such as the control-line method, have been few, particularly in the

evaluation of the sensitivity of conclusions to variation in the assumed genetic paramters.

Mixed-model methodology involves solving for random, or fixed and

random effects. It has been used to simultaneously estimate fixed effects, and predict

breeding values and genetic Eends (Henderson, 1973; Graser and Hammond, 1985).

Introduced by Henderson (1973), routine application became possible with the easy

method of inverting the relationship matrix (Henderson, 1975) and the advancement of

computer technology which furthered the development of new models (Quaas and Pollak,

1980) and new computing strategies (Schaeffer and Kennedy, 1986; Misztal and Gianola,

1987).

The relationship matrix is a coefficient matrix of genetic relationships

Írmong all animals. A parent-offspring pair, for example, will have a relationship

coeffi.cient of one-half because the parent hansmits one-half of its genes to iæ offspring,

or 50Vo of their genes are in common. It is used in mixed-model methodology to

estimate genetic trend and breeding values through genetic ties (Henderson, 1973).

Accurate estimation depends upon the genetic ties that have been established across

environments (eg. years, herds). These genetic ties are particularly usefu1 when

heritabilities a¡e low or when predicted breeding values a¡e desired for a trait not

observed in an individual (Henderson and Quaas, 1976). The maternal breeding value

of sires, for example, can be predicted from records on dams, daughters, and sisters.

Genetic ties are also important when si¡es a¡e replaced yearly (Blair and Pollak, 1984a).

In selection experiments, base animals are included in the analysis because they establish
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relationships among other animals even though they themselves are not related

(VanVleck, 1979 p188). Analysis of select and conhol lines together will give more

accurate estimates, or smaller sampling variance, of fixed and random effects, especially

if the lines are genetically related (Sorensen and Kennedy, 1984).

The computing strategy implicit in the (reduced) animal model requires

prior knowledge of the variances and covariances Írmong the random effects of the model

for all traits (Schaeffer and Wilton, 1981). Incorrect (co)variances can result in

significant changes in animal rankings, a decrease in accuracy of estimates and changes

in predicted genetic values (Schaeffer, 1984). If (co)variances used in computations are

substantially different from true values, it is possible for prediction error to be larger

than if conelated traits had not been used at all (Henderson and Quaas, 1976). The exact

values of the (co)variances are not as important as the ratios, i.e., correlations and

heritabilities (Schaeffer and V/ilton, 1981). Small differences between the estimated and

true correlations and heritabilities are probably not significant as the loss of accuracy is

likely less than 5% (Schaeffer, 1984). The (co)variances can be estimated from the

dataset or obtained from the literature. Literature values are presented in Table 4 for the

trait weaning weight and in Table 5 for the additionat rait postweaning gain or yearling

weight.

The difference between an animal model and a reduced animal model is

basically one of computing strategies (Quaas and Pollak, 1980). The reduced animal

model is more computationally feasible because only parent solutions a¡e solved directly.

A number of data files are constructed from the original dataset and used in an iterative



TABLE 4. (co)variances, heritabilities, and correlations

Source

Wright et al, 1987

Bertrand and Benyshek, lgBT

Bertrand and Benyshek, lgBT

Graser and Hammond, 1985

Mendoza and Slanget', 1985

Vesely and Robison, 1973

Hohenboken and Brinks, lg1l

Deese and Koger, 1967

Deese and Koger, 1967

Hill et al., 1966

114,999

53,494

46,66L

12,323

Breed"

'vt'tn*=phenotypic variation ßd), hzruwp:direct genetic heriøbility, h2wwu=m¿temal ge-netic heritability, ro,wwD,wwM:direct-maternal geneticcorrelation, VB.*s/pË:permsnent m¿ternal environmental variance (96), V'.ww:r*iá""f variance (%).bN : number of observations.
"SM:simmental, LM=Limousin, BN:Brangus, ffH:He¡eford, BR:Braham, BRxsH:Braham-shorthoru cross.dvalues used in the computer simulation but obtained from other authors.
"The values shor¡m are for the 4: l ratio of yo,wwM.yE:wwpE is 4: l.
The 0'54 value includes the offspring{am relationship, 0.34 includes the offspring-sire relationship.slncludes the direct dominance effect.

for the trait weaning weighf.

SM

LM

BN

SM

Vr,** ht**o

668

¿f00

584

523

314

1,692

1,386

725

466

717

o.t2

0. t6

0.28

0.10

o.275

HH

HH

h'ru**,

BR

BRxSH

HII

0.09

0.15

0.20

0.13

0.275

493

507

+0.16

4.30

4.29

+0.04

+0. l,
{. l,
{.3,
-0.5

{.58

-.79
4.28

.00

4.73

-0.31

109

99

312

o.52

o.23

0.18

0.40

0.32

Ve,*ru"r

7.4

5.9

4.1

0.0

0.0

0.34

0.54f
0.34

0.15

0.46

0.29

Vs,*w

70

67

55

76

42 to 59

8.5

-2.0

8.0

7.0

7.7

30

53t

59

38

4l

L¡I
oo



TABLE 5. Heritability and correlations for the trait postweaning gain (and yearling weight).

Source Sex N" Breedb

Smith et al., 1989

DeNise and Ray, 1987

Quaas et a1., 1985

Mendoza and Slangef, 1985

Graser and Hammondd, 1985

Buchanan etal.,1982

Buchanan et al., 1982

Thrift et al., 1981

Thrift et al., 1981

Presûon and Willis", 1970

F

M

F,M

779

237

160,961

2,237

3,288

3,077

383

345

M

F

M

F

M

oN :number of observations.
bHH :Hereford, SM : Simmental, AN =Angus.
"See List of Abbreviations for definitions.
dfrait is yearling weight.
oValues are averages. The subscript values are the number of contributing studies.

HH

HH

SM

SM

HH

ttH

HH

AN

ht*ro

0.33

0.47

0.20

(0.525)

(0.26)

0.35

0.49

0.92

0.88

0.5056

ÍG'wwD.Pwc

0.49

0.95

0.52

(0.8e)

(0.60)

-0.02

0.46

0.51

0.13

0.4910

ÍE'ww,Ptpo

-0.14

-0.12

(0.66)

(0.60)

0.27

-0.12

-0.57

-0.58

0.04,

fo,wwD.w,vM

0.25

(-0.30)

(0.00)

(â
\o
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process, rather than setting up the equations explicitly which often produces more than

one equation per record. By iterating with data files, one relatively simple computer

program can solve the mixed-model equations (Schaeffer and Kennedy, 1986). The

structure of the relationship matrix is used to form parent equations, eliminating

nonparents. Nonparent solutions are obtained by backsolving using the individual's

record(s), the fixed solutions, and the solutions of its parents. The reduced animal model

is illustrated by Schaeffer and Wilton (1987).

Blai¡ and Pollak (1984b) compared the computing efficiency of the animal

model to the reduced animal model in a three-trait evaluation. Both models, especially

the reduced animal model, achieved sufficiently accurate ranking of animals long before

an accurate representation of genetic úend. The reduced animal model fixed effect

solutions converged faster than random effects because of the greaüer density of the fixed

effects coeffi.cient matrix. Both models converged faster as the amount of genetic trend

in a particular population declined.

The multiple-trait, reduced animal model improves the accuracy of ranking

of individuals for each trait, removes bias caused by selection, and predicts breeding

values for all traits, regardless of whether there is an actual observation or not, because

of the utilization of genetic and environmental correlations among raits and the genetic

relationships ¿rmong individuals (Schaeffer, 1984; Pollak et al., 1984).

Selection Experiments

Application of mixed-model methodology with a reduced animal model has

become more widespread in recent years in the estimation of breeding values and genetic
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trend, but comparison of results obtained from the mixed-model methodology and

control-line method have been few.

Winder et al. (1988) used a single-trait reduced animal model to evaluate

genetic trends of sires and dams from 76,560 field records of the Red Angus Association

of America. Estimated breeding values (EBV's) were calculated for birth weight, direct

and maternal components of weaning weight, and postweaning gain. Yearling weight

EBV's were the sum of direct weaning weight and postweaning gain EBV's. The

maternal component of weaning weight showed a positive trend initially but became

negative for both sires and dams, with dams lagging two years behind that of sires. The

postweaning gain trend was initially constant but became positive at the time sire trend

for the maternal effect became negative and by a simila¡ amount. The EBV's of the

di¡ect com¡ronent of weaning weight increased during the period of evaluation for dams

but declined during the last few years for sires. Three explanations for the observed

trends, especially the reduction in milk production potential concurrent with increased

postweaning gain potential, were put forth. First, selection pressure within this

population was actually reducing milk production potential. If selection pressure were

on postweaning gain, individuals with high genetic growth poæntial nursing low milk

producing dams would experience compensatory growth postweaning and thus excel

under these conditions. Second, if selection pressure is favoring larger mature weights,

increased nutrients for self growth and maintenance and of reduced nutrient availability

for milk production would confound the lack of expression of milk production potential

with genetic merit. Third, if weaning weight age-of{am adjustment factors were too
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small for young dams, a bias in EBV's could be introducæd. Years with higher

concenfations of young cows, i.e., recent years, would depress average EBV's for

maternal ability and increase average EBV's for postweaning gain through compensatory

growth.

Blair and Pollak (198aa) evaluated selection response to heavy l4-month

greasy fleece weight in sheep using a single-trait animal model with and without the use

of a control population. Three estimates of genetic response were obtained and

compared: 1) deviation of select line from conEol line of predicted yearly phenotypes,

2) deviation of select line predicted yearly phenotype from conüol-line year estimate, and

3) analysis of select line only for mean yearly breeding value. Results obtained with

approach three are most applicable to the work reported in this thesis. The realized

herit¿bility estimates (.20, .23 and .23 for approach I,2 and 3, respectively) were less

than the assumed parameter value of .30 because selection ''was on unadjusted records,

but the estimates were not statisitcally different from zero. Approach 1 estimate was

lowest because it did not account for the slight genetic drift which occurred in the control

line. A much smoother graphical representation of the genetic response was obtained by

approach 3. The year to year variation from approaches L andZ was "due largely to the

differences between the year effects estimated from the two flocls'.

Varying the heritability value from .10 to .20 to .30 increased the average

yearly breeding value and correspondingly decreased the year solution so that predicted

yearly phenotypic trend remained unchanged. Fixed effects, other than year, were

relatively unchanged. Heritability realized from approach 1 was constant at .20 for all
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parameter values because phenotypic trend remained unchanged. Heritabilities realized

from approach2 were .2t, .22 and.23 reflecting increased estimated genetic drift in the

control group as heritability increased. The genetic response estimated by approach 3

was the most modified (.10,.16 and.23). As the heritability increased, the mean

breeding value increased and year effect decreased. The heritability value thus assumed

may influence the results and conclusions.

This study indicated that 1) at an assumed heritability of .30, the mixed-

model methodology (approach 3) was as effective as the least-squares techniques

(approximated by approach 1 and 2) in separating the genetic and environmental trends,

2) "approach 3 could be used to estimate the genetic trend from the selected group only"

or "to estimate genetic trends in commercial data, where no conEol information is

available".

Sharma et al. (1985) estimated the genetic trend in both a Hereford and

a multi-breed (Synthetic) population selected for high adjusted yearling weight in bulls.

Two methods were compared: 1) deviation from a control population and 2) sire

evaluation using the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) procedure. Traits analyzed

included weaning weight, postweaning gain and yearling weight of bulls. BLIIP

estimates yielded lower genetic values for all naits in the Synthetic population þy 48%

for weaning weight, 35% postweaning gain, and 4O% yearlng weight) and for weaning

weight (397o) in the Hereford population than comparable control line estimates. For

postweaning gain and yearling weight genetic values in the Hereford population, BLUP

estimates were higher (31% nd 4l%o, respectively).
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Parnell et al. (1986) analyzed eleven years of d^t^ (L974-1984) for

divergent selection of yearling gain adjusted for age of dam. A multiple-trait reduc.ed

animal model was used to estimate breeding values for 200d. weaning weight (direct and

maternal components) and yearling weightin th¡ee lines: 1. a control line, 2. alne

selected for high yearling gain, and 3. a line selected for low yearling gain. The yearling

weight trend in the control line was graphically smooth with few peals. The high line

was relatively smooth from 1976 to 1984. The low line was characterized by peaks and

valleys which were large during the fust half of the experiment and smaller in the latter

half. Response in yearling weight estimated breeding values was slightly greater in the

low line than the high line. The direct weaning weight trend was graphically similar to

that for the yearling weight but values were about th¡ee times smaller. The response in

both lines was simila¡ when compared to the confrol, though in opposiæ di¡ections. The

maternal weaning weight trend of the conftol line was essentially shaight. The high line

was represented by peals and valleys, with a slight positive slope. The reslrcnse was

less than that of the low line. The low line decreased graduatly until 1980 and was

smooth until 1984. The maternal response compared to the di¡ect response was about

one-half for the high line and about the same for the low line.

In summary, two methods of separating the phenotypic response into

genetic and environmental components were presented. The control-line method uses an

unselected line to measure the environmental change and, by subtraction from the select

line, estimates the genetic change. The mixed-model methodology used with the reduced

animal model estimates the genetic trend in a population, regardless of whether selection
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is occurring or not, and depends upon the (co)variances used and the genetic

connectedness provided by the relationship matrix. Breeding values a¡e estimated for all

raits in the model, whether there is an actual observation or not. Selection experiment

results indicate that mixed-model methodology with a reduced animal model is effective

in the estimation of the genetic trend.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

The data, collected over a l2-year period (1958-1969), were obtained from

a beef cattle selection experiment conducted at the Brandon Agriculture Canada Research

Station, Manitoba, by G.W. Rahnefeld (Newman et al., 1973). The experiment explored

the rate and duration of response to 10 years of single-trait selection for unadjusted

yearling weight of beef Shorthorn cattle.

The beef herds at Melita, Manitoba and Indian Head, Saskatchewan were

amalgamated with the Brandon, Manitoba herd in the fall of 1960 and 1964, respectively.

The herd was fed hay and (or) silage in winær and had access to board fence

windbreals. In summer, from May to September, the herd was pastured. Breeding

season began June 15 for 42 days. The bulls used had passed a semen test and physical

soundness check. Calving occurred from the third week of March to the first week of

May. Calves had access to supplemental (creep) feed from 8 weeks of age to weaning

at I82 *4 days. The postweaning ration consisted of barþ, oats and chopped hay in

about equal amounts and fed as: 1) a pelleted feed twice a day at Indian Head and

Melita, 2) a non-pelleted feed twice a day at Brandon from 1958 to 1963 for the male

calves and from 1958 to 1961 for the female calves, 3) a nonpelleted feed ad-lib at

Brandon from 1962 to L964 for the female calves and in L964 for the male calves, and
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4) a pelleted feed ad-lib from 1965 to 1969. Yearling weights were calculated as an

average of three weekly weights bracketing the weigh day on which the calf reached 364

*4 days of age.

The fust two calving years of the project (1958 and 1959) established a

base population from which an unselected control line and a select line were initiated.

Progeny born in the base population were sired by 12 bulls from unrelated outside herds.

The bulls were used to introduce new genetic material to maximizn the response to

selection, a practice which increases the genetic va¡iation and reduces any accumulated

inbreeding. Bulls were exchanged annually until amalgamation at Brandon, Manitoba

in order to reduce genetic drift between the herd locations.

The base population was divided into trvo lines for the 1959 breeding

season, with the fust group of select and control line progeny born in 1960. Cows were

randomly assigned to the lines; with two-thirds assigned to the select line and one-third

to the control line. Between 1960 and L962,15 dams and heifers were reassigned from

one line to the other, primarily from control to select. An average of 250 cows were

present each year, with an average of 90 cows in the conúol line and 160 cows in the

select line, of which an average of 77Vo in the control line and 79Vo tn the select line had

weaned calves.

Bulls were assigned to the lines based on unadjusted yearling weight;

highest for the select line and randomly for the control line. The method resulted in one

bull common to both lines; the select line for the 1959 breeding s€a$on and the control
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line for the 1960 ûo 1968 breeding seâsons. Bulls we¡e assigned 12 to 18 cows by

random sampling within cow age for each line.

The 1960 calf crop of each line was si¡ed by an unique set of 1958 born

bulls, and by a common set composed of two of the un¡elated bulls. A different set of

bulls sired the 1961 to 1969 calf crops in the conEol line. This set ¡emained constant

except in 1963 when one bull was substituted for another. In the select line, the set of

1958 and 1959 born bulls that si¡ed the 196l and 1962 calf crops differed by one bull.

Bulls born in 1960 were not used, Bulls born in 1961 and later we¡e used for only one

yeår.

Genetic change in the control line can be minimized in a number of ways

to more accu¡ately measure the environmental trend. In the present work, repeat matings

were used as much as possible. Parents were culled only fo¡ health reasons and, for

dams, failure to calve in two successive years. Culled bulls were replaced by sons, or

frozen semen of the culled bulls was used, Replacements we¡e randomly chosen from

those calves which deviated by less than one standard deviation from the mean unadjusæd

yearling weight.

In the select line, genetic change can be maximimized in a number of ways

to inc¡ease the selection response, In the present work, cow breeding groups were

¡erandomized every year and bulls were replaced ¿¡¡ually. Culling of dams was based

on failure to calve in any one year, poor health, older age, or poor progeny

performance. Replacements of both sexes we¡e selected for high unadjusted yeãlhg

weight. To minimize inbreeding, half-sib matings and matings with more than one
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common grandpatent (also applied to the control line), were avoided. Additionally, a

replacement limit of three sons from any one sire was imposed.

The data for the frnal calf crop year (1969) contains matings between

control-line sires of the 1959 breeding season and select-line dams, and between control-

line dams and select-line sires. The authors (Newman et al., 1973) used these matings

to calculate another estimate of realize<l heritability to compare it against the estimate

obtained from the selection study data. The matings are used in this thesis because the

genetic relationships between the parents and offspring offer further connections in the

estimation of breeding values.

TVins were included in the dataset, with no adjustment made to their

records other than the age-of-dam adjustment. There were22 twins born in the twelve-

year period, with only 12 pairs sunriving to one-year-of-age. The other 10 twins had one

of the pair die before either weaning or yearling weights were taken.

In the final year, 847o of the dams with weaned calves were selected

females born in 1963 and later. The average parent age in the final year was 8.71 years

for the control line and 3.25 years for the select line. The average number of progeny

born to select-line sires was 12.4 calves. The average annual replacement rate of select-

line cows wts 22%, and 13% for control-line cows.

Methods

The haits of interest in the present study were weaning weight and

postweaning gain. The analytical method was designed to determine how the change in

yearling weight was achieved, by study of: a) the di¡ect genetic component of weaning
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weight, b) the maternal genetic component of weaning weight and, c) the di¡ect genetic

component of postweaning gain. The information required from each calf record was

weaning weight, yearling weight, age of dam at the time the trait was expressed, line of

calf (base, control, select), year of record or birth yeår, sex of calf, herd of origin

@randon, Indian Head, Melita) dam, and sire. The data were edited to correct a small

number of discrepancies regarding unique identifications, and to delete all records not

containing weaning weight information. The Complete dataset yielded 2357 weanng

weight records for analysis (Table 6). Two subsets of the Complete dataset, the Select

dataset and the Control dataset, were also created and are shown in Table 6.

A multiple-t¡ait reduced animal model ßAM) (modified by G.H. Crow

after Schaeffer and Wilton (198Ð, using the computing shaûegy of Schaeffer and

Kennedy (1986) and the model of Quaas and Pollak (1980)) was used to analyzæ the data.

The mixed-model methodology is used by performance and breed organizations to

evaluate commercial herds because a control population, which is rarely a part of the

design of these herds, is not required for the estimation of genetic trend. There are few

available papers on the effectiveness and accufircy of this method compared to methods

which use some form of conhol, such as an unselected conhol population.

The fixed effects to be included in the RAM were determined using

general analysis of variance procedures. The software system for data analysis was the

SAS (1985) system for mainframes. The Control dataset was used to examine the effects

of year of record, sex, and herd of origin because select line data would confound the

year of birth effect with the annual selection changes. Similarly, the age-of-dam a prior



TABLE 6. Number of records evaluated by the animal model method, by dataset.

Calf Weaning Weight Records

Dataset

Compleæ

Select

Control

'The total includes 78 line-cross calves from the ñnal year of the experiment. Without these calves, the total is Z,Z7g
records.

Notel: The control and select datasets tnve 464 animals in common.
Note2: Parents without weaning weight records differ between datasets because dams were included in the subsets Setect and

conEol only if they produced a calf wittr a weaning weight record.

Base
Line

3t6

3r6

3r6

Conhol Select
Line Line

688 1,275

- t,275

688

Total

2,357,

1,591

1,004

Parents - no
WW records

239

233

232

Total

2,596

1,824

1,236

\¡
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adjustment calculated from the Control dataset avoids confounding progeny genetic

superiority of young, selected dams (in conEast to mature, less selected dams) and the

progeny's environmental disadvantage of being born to a young dam (Blair and Pollak,

1984a).

The initial models for weaning weight and postweaning gain included the

main effects sex, year, herd, and the two.way interactions, and, in the weaning weight

model, the age-of-dam covariate. Some of the inæractions were significant, but the

models containing only main effects were simpler, thus easier to interpret, and the

coefficient of determination decreased by only 0.04 units. Henderson (1973) has stated

that the simplest model that accounts for known and important sources of variation is

desired and, when unimportant elements ¿ìre removed f¡om the model, cornputational

costs and sampling variances become smaller. Thus, the only fixed effects in the RAM

were sex of calf, year of birth, and herd of origin. Weaning or yearling age was not

included in the model because the experiment was designed to eliminate these age

variables.

The age-of-dam adjustments (Tablg 7) were calculated from the Confiol

dataset. In a model containing sex of calf, year of birth, herd of origin, age of dam, and

age of dam squared, all of which were significant effects (P<.05), the linea¡ and

quadratic terms were used for the age-of{am adjustment. this adjustment was applied

to the weaning weight records of all calves (control and select line) before the mixed-

model analysis.
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TABLE 7. Weaning weight age-of-dam adjustment factors.

Age of Dam Adjustment (kg)

23.9

16.5

10.5

5.9

2.6

0.6

0

0.7

2.8

6.3

11. I

t7.2

24.7
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The genetic Eend of calf estimated breeding values @BV's) for the

maternal and growth components of weaning weight and for the growth component of

postweaning gain were obtained by regressing the genetic solutions from the RAM on the

year of birth of the calf. The results of Newman et al. (1973) and Olthoff et al. (1990b),

both of whom used the Brandon-station data and the confrol-line method of analysis to

estimate genetic trends, were compared to the genetic solutions obtained by the RAM.

Solutions obtained from the Complete dataset, the Conúol dataset, and the Select dataset

were compared to determine the effect of less available information in terms of the

number of records and the effect of analyzing a selected herd without comparison to an

unselected herd.

The model for the t¡aits weaning weight or postweaning gain was:

Yïr*" : LL + 4 + bj * q * Dl + M- + PE- * ei¡n"

where,

Y¡p," : an individual weaning weight (or posrweaning gain) observation,

l¿ : populaton mean,

4 : fixed sex effect (male, female),

b¡ : fixed year of birth effect (1958 to 1969, inclusive),

ct : fixed herd of origin effect @randon, Melita, Indian Head),

Dr : mndom direct additive genetic effect with mean zero and variance Vo,*
or Vo.r."o.

Àd. : random maternal additive genetic effect of the calfls dam for weaning
weight observations only, with mean zero and variance Vo,*,
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PE : random permanent maternal effect of the calf s dam for weaning weight
observations only, with mean zero and variance V".*n"r", and

ê¡¡¡'o : random residual effect for each observation with mea¡r zæro andvariance
V*** or V"."."o.

The use of mixed-model methodology implies that the mixed-model solutions will

have a dependency on the (co)variances. In this present study, the sensitivity of the

results to variation in the genetic and environmental correlations (covariances) between

weaning weight and postrveaning gain, and the di¡ect-maternal genetic co¡relation

(covariance) of weaning weight were investigated. The parameters used in the base run

are shown in Table 8 as parameter set one. Pa¡ameter set one uses *0.5 for the genetic

correlation between weaning weight and postweaning gain, -0.2 for the environmental

correlation between weaning weþht and postweaning gain, and zÊÍo for the

direct-maternal genetic correlation of weaning weight. The base run uses the Complete

dataset and parameter set one, and it is this nrn against which all other parameter

combinations and analyses are compared. The detailed (co)variance matrix for the base

run is given in Appendix A.

The assumed parameær values used in the RAM (Iable 9) were based on

literature values (Iables 4 and 5, in part). Literature values were assumed because the

required parameters could not be calculated accurately from the dataset because of it

relatively small size. As well, one of the objectives wÍts üo deærmine the sensitivity of

the results and conclusions to variation in the correlations. The values are representative

of those found in the literature for beef cattle, primarily British breeds (Shorthorn,



TABLE 8. The parameter set numbers assigned to each unique parameter combination and their corresponding (co)variances".

Sgt # ro,wwD,plo

1b

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

Pa¡ameter

Combination

+.5

+.5

+.5

+.5

+.5

+.5

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.1

fErww,PtÁro

-.2

+.2

-.2

+.2

-.2

+.2

-.2

+.2

-.2

+.2

-.2

+.2

.0

.0

+.5

+.5

-.5

-.5

.0

.0

+.5

+.5

-.5

-.5

v",* covq/v¡,rruc

LU

LM

t02

t02

r86

186

144

t44

102

t02

186

186

'See List of Abbreviations for definitions.
bPa¡ameter set oneis the base run against which all other parameter combinations are compared.

(Co)Va¡iance

-40

40

-34

34

45

45

40

40

-34

34

-45

45

v*** covE.wur,prñ/o covc,wwD,p covs,wD,wwM
WG

400 3

400 163

3t6 15

3t6 151

484 -7

484 173

4m -97

400 63

316 -85

316 51

484 -107

484 73

Nonparent

83

83

83

83

83

83

-17

-17

-17

-17

-17

-t7

0

0

42

42

-42

-42

0

0

42

42

-42

-42

\¡
o\



TABLE 9. Assumed values of heritabilities, genetic and environmental correlations, and phenotypic variances used to calculate
the genetic trend.o

Trait

Di¡ect effects on postweaning gain
(PwG)

Direct effects on weaning weight
(wwD)

Maternal effects on weaning weight
(wwM)

'Heritability estimates are on the diagonal; genetic correlations above, and environmental correlations below. V*.r,*o or
Vp,ww is the phenotypic va¡iation in kd.

bPhenotypic variation in weaning weight contains variation due to direct and maternal genetic effects, as well as other
components.

PWG

.47

+.5, -.1

0

wwD

+.2, -.2

.32

0

wwM

-.06

+.5, 0, -.5

.18

Vr'*o

521

V",*

350b

*J
-¡
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Hereford, and Angus). The genetic correlation between weaning weight and postrveaning

gain was assumed to be *0.5 or -0.1, where -0.1 represents those cases where a small,

negative value has occassionally been reported. The environmental correlation between

weaning weight and postweaning gain was assumed to be *0.2 or -0.2, and the

di¡ect-maternal genetic correlation of weaning weight was asssumed to be +0.5, 0.0, or

-0.5. The (co)variance values that change with the changing parameters are the residual

variance of weaning weight, the residual covariances of weaning weight and postweaning

gain, the direct genetic cova¡iance of weaning weight and postweaning gain, and the

direct and maternal genetic covariance of weaning weight. Each parameter combination

is assigned a number from 1 to 12 (Table 8) to facilitaæ presentation in the ¡esults and

discussion section.

Conducting the sensitivity analysis at an individual level, 10 select line

bulls with progeny and 10 select line yearling bulls born in 1969 were randomly chosen

and were ranked by EBV's for weaning weight and postweaning gain for each of the

parameter set solutions obtained. The yearling EBV's simulate the breeder situation in

which bulls are chosen within year. The sire EBV's simulate the artificial insemination

industry where bulls are available across years.

The number of animals evaluated by the RAM, including parents without

weaning weight records, was 2596 animals (table 6). An example of the RAM method

of analysis is given in Appendix B for a dataset with ¡vo fixed effects and eleven calf

reco¡ds. The number of calf records per year used to calculate the genetic trends in the

Select and the Control datasets are shown in Table 10.
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TABLE 10. Number of weaning weight records upon which the genetic trends and fxed
effects estimates are based.

Dataset

Fixed Effect Select Control

Year:

1958

1959

1960

196r

1962

1963

L9&

1965

1966

t967

1968

1969

Sex:

male

female

Herd of origin:

Brandon

Melita

Indian Head

r37

t79

87

108

124

134

r33

138

140

126

r42

143

8U

747

1.,22L

81

289

59

60

7L

69

7I

72

75

84

83

44

479

525

687

81

236
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Basic statistics are given in Tables 11 and 12. Table 11 gives the number

of observations, means, and standard deviations for the base, select, and control line

calves. Table 12 presents the EBV's across all years and lines. The EBV correlation

values are more positive than the genetic correlations assumed in the RAM. The

correlation of direct weaning weight and postweaning gain EBV's was 0.60 and the

direct-maternal correlation for weaning weight EBV's was 0.30. The corresponding

genetic correlations were assumed to be 0.50 and 0.00, respectively. The correlation of

postweaning gain and maternal ability EBV's was 0.35, whereas the genetic correlation

was -0.06. The above results show how the EBV's, and the correlations among them,

are dependent both on the data and the assumed genetic parameters.

The fixed effects estimates are presented in Table 13. Standard errors of

these solutions could not be calculated because of the nature of the analysis method.

The sex effects are presented as means while herd-of-origin effects are

presented as differences from the Indian Head herd of origin and, year effects, from the

1969 birth year. Bull calves were heavier at weariing and grew faster postweariing than

heifer calves. Calves from Brandon and Melita weighed less at weaning than calves from

Indian Head but gained more lnstweaning.

Selection differentials and intensities of selection were used to explore the

genetic progress in yearling weight and the correlation of yearling weight with

postweaning gain and weaning weight. Selection differentials for the haits yearling

weight, postweaning gain, and weaning weight were calculated as the differences between

the phenotypic means of the chosen group and the phenotypic means of the group from



TABLE 11. Number of observations, means, and standard deviations for base, select, and control line calves.

Mean t Sranda¡d Deviation (kS t tg1

Calf Line

Base

Select

Control

3t6

L,275

688

adj. WW

t92.6 t 20.0

199.5 t 22.2

193.8 t 21.7

Weaning Wt. N

181.8 * 20.5 309

188.7 t 24.9 L,zOl

185.6 t 23.6 660

147.7 x 27.4

19r.7 t 38.7

172.4 t 35.1

PWG Yearling Wt.

329.s t 38.9

380.4 t 53.5

358.0 t 48.4

æ
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TABLE 12. Estimated breeding value (EBÐ statistics of the base run - the means,
standard deviations, minimum and maximum values, âûd correlations - for
postweaning gù, direct weaning weight, and maternal ability.

Trait Mean" Std. Dev. Min. Max.

posfweaning gain 5.38
(PwG)

weaning weight I.02
(wwD)

maternal ability 0.92
(wrvM)

13.72 -39.63 48.48

8.59 44.74 34.75

4.40 -t2.55 16.49

Correlation of Genetic
EBV's correlationb

w'wD, PwG .60

wwD, wlilM .30

PWG, WWM .35

.50

0

-.06

"Mean is based on 2,279 records (see Table 6).
bGenetic correlations are those assumed in the RAM.
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TABLE 13. Fixed effects estimates for weaning weight (WW) and postweaning gain
(PWG) obtained from the base run.

Weaning V/eight Postweaning Gain

Fixed Effect N" (kg) N" (kg)

Sex:

bulls

heifers

Herd of origin:

Brandon

Melita

Indian Head

Ye¿r:

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

t963

19&

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

r,162

T,I\7

1,842

81

434

137

t79

r47

168

195

202

2M

2r0

2t5

2t0

225

265

2t0.20

190.84

-17.80

-9.24

0.00

4.82

5.36

0.39

-2.31

9.7r

1.33

9.37

10.46

22.94

10.19

t3.92

0.00

1,I44

1,100

r,752

78

414

r37

t72

r39

148

189

r97

r93

t94

208

t97

2t9

251

185.36

t4r.76

20.82

25.62

0.00

-29.0r

-33.31

-29.36

-26.17

-10.64

-15.88

r7.14

17.29

-1.56

18.75

-8.94

0.00

"N :number of observations.
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which they were chosen. The later group was based on contemporaries born in the same

line, year, and of the same sex. The herd-of-origin, though used in the analysis, was not

used in the calculation of selection differentials. Olthoff et al. (1990b), who studied the

component traits of yearling weight and cow reproductive performance characteristics

using the Brandon-station data as well, did not account for herd of origin in the control-

line method of analysis, as preliminary analysis indicated that this effect was not

signifrcantly different from zero. Using the Brandon and I-acombe station data, Newman

et al. (1973) considered herd-of-origin because, although top-ranked bulls for unadjusted

yearling weight were chosen for the select line when possible, a minimum number were

chosen from the locations within each station.

Selection intensities were calculated by dividing the selection differentials

by the contemporary group standard deviations. The selection differentials and intensities

of selection for the select line sires and replacement heifers are given in Tables 14 and

15, respectively. Observation of the selection intensities for the traits postweaning gain

and weaning weight gives an indication of the correlation of these üaits to yearling

weight. If a correlation did not exist, these selection inænsities would be expected to be

zeÍo. For example, 1967 born sires had a selection intensity of 1.22 for postweaning

gain and 1.18 for weaning weight. These values, expressed as a percent of the selection

intensities for top ranked bulls, werc 78% for postweaning gain and 74Vo for weaning

weight. A strong, positive correlation is indicated. Similarly, the heifer selection

intensity data also supports a shong, postive correlation between postweaning gain and

weaning weight.



TABLE 14. Selection differentials and intensities of selection for the select line sires".

Year N(%) D

1958 90 l4.l

1959 70 35.5

1960 None selected.

L96l 19.6 39.7

1962 16.2 39.5

1963 16.4 34.L

t964 20.4 40.6

1965 16.4 55.7

1966 15.7 49.4

1967 15.3 50.8

Selected

Yearling V/eight

.48

1.51

r.36

1. t9

1.,10

1.18

1.36

1.30

1.53

Ranked

43.5

42.1

39.7

&.7

34.9

43.8

55.8

50.8

53.5

.Selection differentials (D) are expressed as differences from the contemporary group, in kg. Intensities of selection (i) are the selection differentials

expressed in standard deviation units.
bAge-of{am adjusted weaning weight.

The number of U¡1tr chosen are expressed as a p€rcentage of those available because the actual number remains constant at 11 bulls, after 1960.

The 1958 and 1959 numbers are the actual numbers chosen from that year, and the bulls may have been used in more than one year.

r.47

1.79

t.36

r.22

1.43

1.27

1.36

L.34

1.61

Selected

Postweaning Gain

DiD
-2.7 '.16 30.1

13.2 .76 31.0

Ranked

t9.2

20.0

7.8

17.4

34.1

32.6

26.3

1.04

.85

.38

.60

1.11

1.19

t.22

r.79

t.78

Adj.Weening Weightb

Selecæd

26.4

34.2

26.2

36.4

ß.4

39.2

34.0

D

r3.4 .69 29.8

t7.4 l.o2 23.3

1.43

1.46

1.26

1.26

1.32

1.43

r.57

Ranked

13.8

r7.l

26.5

17.3

19.3

t4.3

22.6

.68

.74

1.10

.83

1.04

.75

1.18

I

1.54

1.3'l

1.40

1.50

1.56

1.50

l.4l

T.4D

1.s9

28.6

34.5

37.8

31.4

26.0

26.8

30.6

oo
Lrt



Adj.Weaning Weight

5.8 .29 r7.5 .88

4.6 .30 11.8 .77

2.O .09 6.1 .27

2.3 .12 6.9 .35

6.4 .39 13.1 .80

7.8 .38 10.8 .53

5.1 .31 rz.L .74

5.6 .32 rL.z .64

5.6 .31 8.1 .45

6.9 .39 8.6 .49

TABLE 15. Selection differentials and intensities of selection for the select line replacement heifers."

D

Chosen Ranked

Postweaning Gain

-.04 16.3 1.03

.t4 14.8 .78

.08 4.9 .33

.25 4.3 .35

.27 18.4 .75

.r9 r7.2 .65

.49 14.0 .74

.62 15.0 .68

.39 12.8 .47

.33 9.1 .46

ao
Or

-.7

2.7

r.2

3.1

6.6

5.0

9.2

13.8

LO.7

6.6

Yearling Weight

25.r .94

18.0 .79

9.2 .35

6.6 .35

22.8 .80

15.6 .58

16.5 .75

19.5 .64

16.1 .M

13.5 .45

'selection differentials @) exprassed in kg, selection intensities (i) exprassed in standard deviations.
bN is the percæntage of heifers chosen from those available.

Chosen

7.3 .27

8.1 .35

3.0 .12

5.1 .n
L7.7 .66

L2.9 .48

16.5 .75

19.3 .63

16.1 .44

13.5 .45

Year N(%Ì

1958 39.7

t959 5r.l

1960 78.9

L96t 78.9

t962 50.9

1963 63.5

1964 51.4

1965 57.9

t966 72.3

1967 75.O
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RESIJLTS AND DISCUSSION

Genetic and Envi¡onmental Trends Estimated from the Base Run

Phenotypic response over time in a selection experiment is composed of

a change in the additive genetic mean of the population for the trait being selected as well

as a change in the environmental effects on the Eait. In the present study, yeffling

weight was the selected trait; genetic and environmental changes in the component traits

- weaning weight and postweåning gain - will be prasented. TVo other factors were part

of the model, sex of calf and stâtion of origin, and these will be briefly presented.

Genetic Change

Genetic changes in postweaning gain @WG), direct weaning weight

(WWD), and maternal weaning weight (IVWM) for the control and select line calves are

shown in Figure 3 as yearly averages of estimated breeding values (EBV'Ð, The genetic

Eends are shown in Table 16. These results a¡e hom the base run (the analysis of the

Complete dataset (Iable 6) using parameter æt one (Iable 8)), and they will form the

basis for subsequent comparisons. The parameter values used in this analysis were *0,5

and -0.2, respectively, for the genetic and envi¡onmental correlations between weaning

weight and postweåning gain, and ze¡o fo¡ the direct-maternal cor¡elation of weaning

weight.
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Figure 3. Annual genetic trend in postweaning gain (PWG), direct weaning weight (WWD), and maternal weaning weight
(WWM) of the select and control line calves in the base run.
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TABLE 16. Annual genetic trend (in kg yr-t+ standard error) of each calf trait by line and datasef.

Complete Dataset Separate Analyses Ranged

Select Line:

YW

PWG

wwD

wwM

Conüol Line:

YWb

Line 1960 to 1969 1963 to 1969

4.25 t
2.52 x
1.16" t
0.30" t

-0.28 t
-0.14 t
-0.10 t
-0.11' t

PWG

wwD

wwM

.36

.11

.08

.04

weight

r{g¡/=}€ârting weight, PWG=prestweaning gain, WWD:direct weaning weight, \ilWM=maternal component of weaning

bYearling weight was calculated as discussed in the text.

"significantly different from znro at P < .05.
dRange refers to the range in genetic trends over the 12 parameter sets per dataset.

2.79 t .29

1.22 x .35

0.2r t .16

1960 ro 1969 1963 to 1969

.28

.15

.10

.04

3.70" t
2.07" t
1.17" x
0.30 t

0.00 t
0.03 t

-0.09 t
0.05 t

-0.27 t. .28

-0.20 t .26

-0.07 t .0s

.30

.26

.09

.13

2.43 x .53

l.2l l. .t6
0.18 t .19

.12

.09

.05

.03

1960 ro 1969

Complete Dataset

-0.13 t .10

-0.08 t .13

0.01 t .04

2.01 to 2.59

0.50 to 1.30

0.04 to 0.73

Select Dataset

1.43 to 2.19

0.50 ro 1.26

0.00 ro 0.72

oo\o
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The genetic fend in postweaning gain for the select line was 2.52 kg yrl

(P<.05). The response by the select line was characterized by fluctuation in the early

years (19@-ß64) and a relatively smooth slope in the later years (1965-1969). The

response line was simila¡ to the postweaning gain response lines of the bull and heife¡

calves shown by Olthoff et al. (1990b) in thei¡ Figure 2. The genetic trend for the

period 1963 to 1969 was 2.78kg yrt (P<.05), indicating that selection progressed more

rapidly after the first three years of the experiment. These results are within the top

range of values reported in the literature. Olthoff et al. (1990b), using this

Brandon-station data with the control-line method of analysis, relnrted a genetic trend

of 2.75 kg yrt (or 15 g d-t yrt) (P<.05), which represented 40% of the phenotypic

trend. The experimental results presented by Mrode (1988b) ranged from 0.80 to 14.00

g d-l y¡-t for the correlated response of postrreaning gain to yearling weight selection.

For the confrol line, genetic frend in postweaning gain was not

signifrcantly different from zero C0.14 kg yrt, P > .05). The trend line was relatively

stable in the early years (1960-1963), but fluctuated in the later years (L9&-1969). The

1963 to 1969 regression was slightly more negative but still not significantly different

from zero (-0.27 kg yrt, P>.05).

The genetic hend in di¡ect weaning weight for the select line was 1.16 kg

yrt (P < .05). The response line was charactunzú by a smooth slope in the early years

(1960-1963), but fluctuated in the later years Q96/-ß69). The response line was similar

to the weaning weight response line of the heifer calves shown by Olthoff et al. (1990b)

in their Figure 1. The 1963 to 1969 regression was 1.22 kg yrt (P<.05), indicating a
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greater genetic response during the period when postweaning gain response was more

rapid. Literature values range from 0.71 to 4.6 kg yrt for the correlated response of

weaning weight to yearling weight selection (Mrode, 1988b; Hough et a1., 1985).

Olthoff et al. (1990b) reported a genetic trend of 1.85 kg yrt (P<.05), which

represented 9270 of the phenotypic Eend.

For the control line, genetic hend in direct weaning weight was not

significantly different from zþÍo (-0.10 kg yrr, P>.05). The trend line was

characterized by mild fluctuation throughout the selection experiment. The 1963 to 1969

regression was slightly more negative but still not significantly different from zerc (-0.20

kg yr-t, P>.05).

The genetic trend in maternal ability for the select line was 0.30 kg yrt

(P<.05). The trend line was characterized by decreasing fluctuation as the selection

experiment progressed. The maûernal response was about 25Vo of the direct response

in weaning weight, compared to about 50% n the yearling gain selection experiment of

Parnell et al. (1986). The 1963 to 1969 regression was not significantly different from

zero (0.2L kg yrt, P>.05). In the literature, Fratrm et al. (1985b) and Aaron et al.

(1986b) found that milk yield, as a maternal characteristic, was positively affected by

yearling weight selection, 0.39 and 0.46 kg of milk yrr, respectively, though not

significantly different from the control line (P>.05) in both cases. In the

postweaning-gain selection experiment reported by Irgang et al. (1985c), milk yield

response was 0.27 kg yrt (P<.05).
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For the conEol line, genetic Eend in maternal ability was -0.11 kg yr-l

(P<.05), and relatively smooth. The 1963 tþ 1969 regression was not signifrcantly

different from zero (-0.07 kg yrt, P>.05).

The maternal trend in both the select and control lines was significantly

different from zero (P<.05) over the 10 year period but not (P>.05) when regressed

over the last 7 years. A similar situation w¿rs presented by Winder et al. (1988) in the

analysis of Red Angus field records. They found that an increase in postweaning gain

EBV's was occurring concurrently with a positive to negative change in the maternal

EBV's. Th¡ee explanations were offered. First, selection pressure within this population

actually reduced milk production potential. This reduction could occur if the selection

pressure was on postweaning gain, and if individuals with high genetic growth potential

nursed low milk producing dams, and then experienced compensatory growth

postweaning. Second, if selection pressure favored larger mature weights, increased

nutrients for self growth and mainænance and of reduced nutrient availability for milk

production would confound the lack of expression of milk production potential with

genetic merit. Third, if weaning weight age-ofdam adjustment factors were too small

for young dams, a bias in EBV's could be infroducæd. Years with higher concentrations

of young cows, i.e., recent years, would depress average EBV's for maternal ability and

increase average EBV's for postweaning gain through compensaûory growth.

The genetic Eend in yearling weight for the select line was not calculated

directly in this study, but was constructed using the sum of its parts. This was done for

both the control and select lines, then the control-line regression estimate was subfracted
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from the select-line estimate, making it comparable to the control-line method. The parts

that were summed to obtain the yearling weight annual response were the yearly means

of postrveaning-gain calf EBV's, direct weaning weight calf EBV's, maternal weaning

weight dam EBV's, and permanent maternal envi¡onmental dam EBV's. The select line

yearling weight fiend was then 4.25 kg yrt (P<.05), and the conúol-line trend was

-0.28 kg yrt (P>.05. By subtraction, theyearling weightresponse was 4.53 kg yrt.

This value is within the ranges reported by Newman et al. (1973) and Olthoff et al.

(1990b) using the control-line method of analysis. Newman et aJ. (L973) reported a

yearling weight genetic respons€ of 4.05 kg yrt for the Brandon-station data, and,

olthoff et al. (1990b), 4.70 kg yrt (P<.05). Differences between rhe Newman et al.

(L973) and Olthoff et al. (1990b) studies are likely due to the statistical model applied

to the data. The I-acombe, Alberta Agriculture Canada Resea¡ch Station data yielded

3.20 kg yr-l (Newman et al., 1973). Andersen et al. (1974) reported 4.20 kg yrl

(P<.05) for the Brandon-station data and3.77 kg yrt (P<.05) for the I-acombe-station

data, based on a small subset of the 1969 data. The genetic hend in yearling weight was

42% of the phenotypic response at the Brandon station and 35% at the I¿combe station

for the Newman et al. (1973) study. Olthoff et at. (1990) reported 53%. Yearling

weight selection results presented in the "Literature Review' section ranged from 1.07

to 5.50 kg yrt.

The above results show that ten-year selection for high yearling weight

produced a correlated response in postrveaning gù, a correlated response in direct

weaning weight which was slightly less than half of that for posnveaning gain, and a
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correlat€d response in maternal weaning weight which was about one-quarter of the di¡ect

weaning weight response. Positive genetic changes were expected in postweaning gain

and direct weaning weight given the selection inænsities (Tables 14 and 15) and the

frndings reported in the literature to high yeårling weight selection. For example (Table

14), the sire group born in 1967 differed from their contemporaries by 26.3 kg for

postweaning gain, or I.22 standard deviation units, and by 22.6kg for adjusted weaning

weight, or 1.18 standard deviation units. Expressing the selection intensities as a percent

of the top-ranked values, they were 78To for postweaning gain and 74Vo for weaning

weight. If no relationship existed, these selection intensities, and their ratios of selected

group to top-ranked group, would be expected ûo be nea¡ zero. Yearling weight change

was achieved primarily through postweariing gain change. Of five experiments which

reported correlated responses to yearling weight selection (discussed in the Literature

Review, in addition to those reviewed by Mrode (1988b)), three found that the greatest

contribution to yearling weight change was change in postrveaning gain. The other two

experiments found that weaning weight change accounted for most of the change in

yearling weight. Yearling weight selection had little effect on the maternal component

of weaning weight, and this result is supported by circumstantial evidence found by

Olthoff et al. (1990b).

For all haits, the mixed-model methodology yielded lower estimates of

genetic change than the conúol-line method over the lO-year selection perid. These

estimates, expressed as a percent of the control-line method estimates (using the results

of Olthoff et al. (1990b)), were 96% for yearling weight, 92% for postwe¿ning gain, and
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63Vo for direct weaning weight. Similarily, Sharma et al. (1985) compared the genetic

estimates of the control-line method to the best linea¡ unbiased prediction (BLIIP) method

used in a sire evaluation. The BLUP estimates were lower for all traits (weaning weight,

postweaning gain, yeårling weight) in the Synthetic population and for weaning weight

in the Hereford population. These estimates, expressed as a percent of the control line

estimates, were 52Vo and 61% for weaning weight in the Synthetic and Hereford

populations, respectively, and 657o for postweaning gain. For postweaning gain in the

Hereford population, the corresponding value wus l31Vo.

The genetic trends in postweaning gain and direct weaning weight were

found to be greater for the last 7 years of selection than the 10 year selection period.

This result supports Newman et al.'s (1973) observation that selection differentials

accumulate slowly in the early years of selection. This initially slow genetic progress

could be due to the method of choosing replacement bulls and heifers in the early years

of the selection study for both the control and select lines, or to the management

practices. The following discussion looks at some possibilities for the slow initial genetic

progress.

Males were replaced annually at relatively high selection intensities, and

females were replaced, on average, every 4.5 years at relatively low selection intensities.

The 196Gborn bulls were not used and the same set of bulls, except for one, si¡ed the

1961 and 1962 progeny, which in turn sired the 1963 and 1964 progeny, and so on. The

resulting sæpwise pattern of accumulated selection differentials ¡¡"t explain the early

fluctuation in postweaning-gain Eend, the continuing fluctuation in direct weaning
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weight, and the decreasing fluctuation in maternal ability. As selected heifers entered

the herd, and represented a greater proportion of the female herd, this pattern would be

reduced or eüminated, as is the case for posnveaning gain and maternal weaning weight

genetic trends. The increasing contribution of the dams, and the greater contribution of

the si¡es to their progeny, can be seen in Figure 4. Initially, the calf EBV response line

followed one-half of the weighted sire EBV response line (onty one-half of sire EBV,s

a¡e transmitted to the progeny), but, as the selection program proceeded, the response

lines diverged. This divergence was due to the increasing contribution of the dam

because, when one-half of the dam EBV response line was added to that of the sire, the

progeny and parent response lines became nearly identical. The pattern was similar for

weaning weight, both direct and maternal, though less dramatic (not shown).

The random assignment of the replacement heifers, born in 1958 and 1g5g,

to the control and select lines resulted in positive yeafling weight selection differentials

(Table 15). These selection differentials were greater in the control line than in the

select line for heifers born in 1958, 1959, and 1960. The difference,s were, respectively,

*3.3 kg, *1.4 kg, and +9.7 kg.

The bulls chosen for the select line were not always the individuals with

the highest yearling weights, and, for the control line, not always the average. The

1958-born bulls chosen for the select line, for example, differed from the nine, top-

ranked bulls by 29.4kg (fable 14), with the topranked bull chosen for the control line.

For the select-line bulls, this could be due to: l. The failure of a topranked bull to pass

a physical soundness check for breeding. 2. Thelimitation of choosing a maximum of
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three paærnal half-sib yearling bulls. Nevertheless, in 1967, four paternal half-sibs were

chosen. 3.In 1962 and L964, the herd of origin. In 1964, the 26th top-ranked bull was

chosen because th¡ee bulls from the Indian Head location were not yet represented.

The random sampling within cow age by which cows were assigned to

bulls was not always observed by the time the progeny were weaned. In the base years

(1958-1959), one sire produced 16 weaned progeny but onty from two-year-old dams.

In the select line years (1960-1969), the percentage of weaned progeny from different

si¡es from two-year-old dams ranged from 0 to 5o%. This could affect the sire EBV's.

The frequency of feeding the postweaning-gain ration may have contributed

to the initialty slow genetic progress. Female calves were changed from twice-a-day

feeding to ad-lib feeding rn 1962, and male calves, n Lg&. The phenotypic correlation

between weaning weight and postweaning gain was calculated across line and sex, but

within year, and is shown in Table 17. An anomoly appeared in 1963 where the

correlation was negative (rather than positive). The 1962 valuewas the smallest positive

correlation. These values indicate an effect due ûo feeding frequency. The twice-a-day

feeding of bulls, especially select-line bull calves, frây have resficted the expression of

their genetic postweariing growth potential, whereas heifers may have been less affected

by the change from twice-aday feeding ûo ad-lib feeding. The implication is that if the

phenotypic correlations are significantly different from each other, then the genetic and

envi¡onmental correlations assumed constant in all years in the mixed model may

introduce bias in¡o the EBV's.
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TABLE 17. Phenotypic correlation of postweaning gain and weaning weight across line
and sex, within year.

Correlation

1958

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

t9&
1965

19ffi

1967

1968

1969

.42

.19

.22

.25

.15

-.r2

.27

.59

.54

.57

.28

.34
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The foregoing anomalies in choosing replacement stock could have

contributed to the slight genetic drift observed in the control line by Newman et al.

(1973). These anomalies may also be responsible for the change in maternal ability from

a positive, significant Eend @<.05) for the lGyear selection perid to a nonsignificant

(P>.05) trend over the last 7 years of the selection period.

Finally, selection at 12 months of age for both bulls and heifers may not

be operating on the same developmental mechanisms. If the l3-month weight of bulls

and l8-month weight of heifers represents the same developmental stage (Nwakalor et

a1., 1986), then yearling weight selection may be less effective for females than males,

and realized genetic change less than expected genetic change. This may account, in

part, for the unexplained finding of Newman et al. (1973) that "selection pressure was

accumulating more rapidly in the sires than in the dams of the selected line".

Environmental Effect

An environmental change is a nongenetic effect on the nait of interest.

One of the most important environmental effects may be that due to yearly climate

affecting the nufitional quantity and quatity of feed and the animal's ability to cope with

environmental sEesses, such as high and low ambient temperatures. In this study, the

year of birth effect is used ûo estimate the yearly envi¡onmental effect on the growth

traits, postweåning gain and weaning weight.

The estimates of the year effects fo, portu.arrirrg gain and weaning weight

are present€d in Table 13 and shown as differences from the 1969 year of birth. Year

effects were a very significant sourc€ of variation in weaning weight and postrveaning
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gain. Year estimates for weaning weight (-2.31 to 22.94) were less variable than

postweaning gain year estimates (-33.31 to 18.75).

A positive frend was observed in both the weaning weight and postweaning

gain yea¡ estimates as the selection experiment progressed. A trend can exist because

of yearly improvements in management practices, but also because of random fluctuations

in climatic conditions. Part of the positive envi¡onmental trend in postweaning gain

could be due to management change of the feeding program. The large, positive increase

in year effect estimates from 1963 to L9& (or -15.88 to L7.14) occuned concurrently

with a change in feeding frequency from twice a day in 1963 to ad-lib n 19& for bull

calves. The ¡vice-a-day feeding schedule may have been insufficient to meet the genetic

growth poæntial of select line bull calves, but sufficient for heifers. As a result, ad-lib

feeding would have relatively little effect on females (feeding frequency changed n 1962)

compared to males.

Regressions of the year of birth environmental effect estimates on year for

the lO-year selection perid were calculated. The weaning weight regression was not

signifrcantly different from zero (1.08 kg yrt, P > .05). The postrveaning gain regression

was 3.48 kg yrt (P<.05). These should correspond üo the regressions reported by

Olthoff et al. (1990b) for the conüol line: 0.15 kg yrt for weaning weight and 4.25 kg

yrr for postweaning gain, values which represented, respectively, 8% and 60% of the

phenotypic frend.

In summary, selection for high yeårling weight, analyzd with mixed-

model methodology, gave an estimate of yearling weight response of 4.53 kg yrt,
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correlated genetic responses of 2.52 kg yrt for postweaning gain, 1.16 kg yr-r for di¡ect

weaning weight, and 0.30 kg yt-t for maternal weaning weight. Compared to the

control-line method of Olthoff et al. (1990b), the estimated hends were lower. Yearling

weight response estimated in the present study was 96% of that estimated with the

control-line method, postweaning gain was 92%, and direct weaning weight was 63%.

Olthoff et al. (1990b) found that the phenotypic response in postweaning gain was due

equally to genetic and environmental effects, but, in weaning weight, the phenotypic

response largely reflected the genetic response. From this, the genetic trend in the

correlated trait with the greatest response (postrveaning gain) came closest to the

corresponding confrol-line method estimate.

Genetic and Environmental Trends Estimated from Sepa¡ate Line Analyses

In this section, the results and conclusions from the base n¡n are compared

with the separate line analyses to provide information on the effectiveness of mixed-

model methodology to estimate genetic trend without the use of an unselected control

population. The separate line analyses were two subsets of the Compleæ dataset - a

Select dataset and a Confiol datas€t (Table 6) - using the base run parameters (Table 8).

The Select dataset could be considered to represent the situation where a producer

maintains and selects one herd. The Confiol dataset represents the situation where an

unselected herd is maintained through management practices designed to minimize

genetic change.
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Genetic Change

The genetic trends for posnveaning gain and di¡ect weaning weight, of the

select and control lines analyzrÅ separately, Íue present€d in Table 16. The response

lines for postweåning gain a¡e shown in Figure 5. Corresponding graphs for weaning

weight, direct and maûernal, are not shown.

The genetic hend in postrveaning gain for the select line was 2.07 kg yrr

(P < .05) for the l0-year yearling weight selection period, andS2To of the corresponding

trend in the base run analysis. The response line was relativeþ smooth in the early years

(196G1963), flat in the middle years (1964-1965), and fluctutated in the later years

(1966-1968). This representation was almost opposiæ to that observed in the base run

analysis. Stat€d another way, the response line for the Select dataset became more

variable as selection progress accumulated more rapidly, whereas, in the Complete

dataset, it became less variable. The 7-yeæ (L963-1969) regression line was 87% of the

corresponding base run frend.

For the Confrol dataset line, the postweaning gain genetic Eend was not

significantly different from zero (0.03 kg yrr, P>.05). The response line was similar

to the corresponding base run response line, though slightly less variable than the

Complete dataset line.

The genetic frend in direct weaning weight for the Select dataset line was

L.I7 kg yr-t (P<.05), over the lGyear selection period, and 101 % of thecorresponding

trend in the base run analysis. The response line was less va¡iable in the Select dataset

than in the Complete dataset (not shown), and the lines varied in their orientation to one
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anothe¡' The 7-year regression line was also 10r % of thecorresponding trend in the
base run hend.

For the conhor dataset line, the direct weaning weight trend was not
significantry different from ze¡o G0.0g kg yr" p>.05). The trend line was similar to
that of *t oî run analysis; though slighrly divergent from 1965 to 1967 (not shown).

lhe genedc trend in maþrnal ability for the select dataset line was 0.30
kg yr-l' over the lO-year selection period, and rÛvo of the corresponding base run
analysis. This value was not statistically different from zero (p<.05¡, even though the
estimates f¡om the select and compleæ datasets were equal a¡rd the comprete dataset
value was significantly different from zero (P<.os¡. The select dataset regression had
a higher standa¡d e''or' The response line was essentiauy the same as that for the base
run analysis' For the conhol dataset line, the weaning weight maternal hend was not
significantly different from zero (0.05 kg yfr, p).05), but the corresponding base run
trend line was shtistically different from zero at{.11 kg yr,(p < .05).

Yearling weight was not directly calculated, but it was constructed from
its parts as discussed previously (ag4). The select datasd yielded a response of 3.70 kg
yr-t (P<.05), and the Conhol dataset, 0.00 kg yrr. The select response repreænts g2%
of the base run response.

The correlat€d ûait most affected by analysis without the control-line data
was postweaning gain' which had the greatest response to yearting weight serection.
From olthoff et al. (1gg0b), the phenorypic response was 40% genetic and 60%
environmental' The haits less responsive ûo yearting weight selection, direct weaning
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weight and maternal ability, were not affected by analysis without the control-line data.

From Olthoff et al. (1990b), direct weaning weight phenotypic response was 92%

genetic. If the maternal component of weaning weight phenotypic response was largely

genetic, then perhaps the following statement may have validity: Traits whose

phenotypic responses are primarily genetic in origin are least affected by the mixed-

model methodology with a reduced animal model, and those traits whose phenotypic

responses have a large environmental component a¡e most affected.

Environmental Effect

The environmental effect is estimated from the year of birth effect. Year

effect estimates were obtained from the ConEol and Select dataset analyses and compared

to the corresponding control and select tines in the Compleæ dataset analysis.

The postrveaning gain and weaning weight year effect estimates in the

Select and Control dataset analyses indicate a positive Eend, similar to that observed in

the Complete dataset analysis. For the postweariing gain year effect estimaûes, the largest

year difference in the ConEol dataset was still that from 1963 to I9&, but, in the Select

dataset, it was the L967 ûo 1968 difference, the 1963 tþ L9& difference was the second

largest. Similar to the Complete dataset, the 1963 tÐ L9& d.ifference probably reflects

the change in feeding frequency of the male calves. The 1967 tþ 1968 difference may be

a reflection of the method and model, or something peculiar fÐ 1967, such as an

interaction.

The results, presented as deviations from the Complete dataset estimaües,

are shown in Figure 6. For example, the 1963 year effect in postrveaning gain from the
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Select dataset was -3.43 þ @igure 6),i.e, the deviation of the Compleæ dataset analysis

estimate (-15.88 from Table 13) from the Select dataset analysis estimate (-19.31 and not

shown). The year effect estimates on postweaning gain were underestimated by the

Select dataset, except for the 1967 yeat effect estimate. If the phenotypic response is

consistent between daüasets, the high environmental effect should be paired with a low

genetic effect. As can be observed in Figure 5, the 1967 postrveaning gain EBV mean

is low in comparison with the 1966 and 1968 means. When the lines are anlayzed

together in the Compleúe dataset analysis, the same sort of genetic trend observed in the

Select dataset is transferred to the control line Eend, thus allowing the select line trend

to be relatively smooth, i.e., in the Complete dataset, the 1967 EBV mean is berween

the 1966 and 1968 means, but, in the Select dataset, it is less. The year effect estimates

on postweaning gain were overestimated by the Control datas€t, when compared to the

Complete dataset. Estimates of year effects on weaning weight, from both datasets,

were, on average, less than those found in the Compleûe dataset.

In summary, bú yearling weight response and the correlated genetic

response of posnveaning gain were underestimated when the confrol population was not

used in the analysis. The genetic trends in direct weaning weight and maternal weaning

weight were unaffected. The environmental effect on postweaning gain was

overestimated by the Control dataset and underestimated by the Select dataset when

compared to the Compleûe dataset estimates. Weaning weight year effects were less

variable and tended, on average, to be similar and less than the Complete dataset

estimates. Perhaps selection, a change in additive genetic means of a population for the
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selected Eait, is not being effectively accounted for by the model and method, or the

reduced number of records is insufficient ûo provide an accurate analysis, particularly

when a trait has a large environmental component in its phenotypic response

(postweaning gain was @% whereas weaning weight was 8%).

Sensitivitv of Estimates of the Genetic and Environmental Trends to Assumed Parameters

Mixed model solutions ænd to have a dependency on the (co)variances

used. In this study, the genetic and environmental correlations between direct weaning

weight and postrveaning gain were assigned a positive and a negative value, as was the

direct-maternal correlation of weaning weight. This was done to investigate the

sensitivity of the results and conclusions obtained from the base run analysis to possibly

incorrect parameter values. To investigate the sensitivity of results and conclusions at

an individual level, the EBV rankings of 10 select line bulls with progeny, and 10 select

line yearling bulls born in L969, were obtained. The ra¡rkings were made within each

parameter set, for each trait - postweâning gain and weaning weight (direct and maternal)

- and compared to the base run analysis. The environmental effect, year of birth, was

also investigated for its role in the results and conclusions reached.

For this section, read genetic correlation as the genetic correlation between

weaning weight and postweaning gain, environmental correlation as the environmental

correlation between weaning weight and postweaning gain, and direct-maternal

correlation as the direct-maternal genetic correlation of weaning weight.
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Genetic Chanæ

Estimates of genetic change using mixed-model methods appear to be

parameter-driven, i.e., are a reflection of assumed heritabitities, etc., though modified

by the data. This can be seen to some extent in the correlations between EBV's. For

example, from Table 18, the genetic correlation of -0.1 forces the EBV correlation

between direct weaning weight and postweaning gain downwa¡ds, but the dara prevents

it from becoming negative (ranges from 0.01 to 0.31). The genetic üend is likewise

reduced (Table 19).

Genetic Trend. The four postweaning gain response lines (two from the Complete

dataset, one from the Select dataset, and one from the Control dataset), and their

orientation to one another, were very similar across all ¡velve parameter sets (Figure Z).

Expressing all response lines as a percent of the base run nend (calculated from Table

19 as the response estimated assuming parameter set nx' divided by the response

estimated using paramet€r set I with the Complete dataset), the range is g0% to 103%

for the Complete datåset ud 57% to 87% for the Select dataset. The response in

postweaning gain estimated using parameter set three and the Select dataset (2.19 kg yrr)

divided by the response estimated using parameter set one and the Compleæ dataset (2.52

kg yrt) is 87%. Postweaning gain genetic trend of each parameter combination used

with the select dataset, expressed as a percent of the corresponding paramerer

combination used with the Complete dataset, ranged from 71 % to 85% (calculated from

Table 19; for example, parameter set 2 select (1.79) ûo compleúe e.3o) is 7g%).
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TABLE 18. Correlations of the estimated breeding values for the Complete dataset

analyses, across lines."

Parameter
Sgt # fc'wwo,nvc fewwo,nvc ro'wwn,wwlt fn¡v,wwo,nvc fp¡v'wwD,wwM

3

1

5

4

2

6

9

7

11

10

I
\2

+.5

+.5

+.5

+.5

+.5

+.5

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.1

-.2

-.2

-.2

+.2

+.2

+.2
a

-.2

-.2

+.2

+.2

+.2

+.5

0

-.5

+.5

0

-.5

+.5

0

-.5

+.5

0

-.5

.77

.60

.47

.66

.52

.42

.31

.27

.19

.11

.09

.01

.70

.30

-.39

.70

.31

-.32

.66

.25

-.28

.65

.24

-.29

"See List of Abbreviations for definitions.



TABLE 19. Annual genetic trend (in kg yr-t for the period L960-L969) of each trait as affected by the correlations used
calculating the estimated breeding values of select line calves.'

Parameter
Set # lo,wwp,npo feww,nvo fo,wwo,wwM

lb

3

5

2

4

6

7

9

11

8

10

L2

.0

.5

-.5

.0

.5

-.5

.0

.5

-.5

.0

.5

-.5

PWG

2.52

2.59

2.54

2.30

2.36

2.30

2.26

2.26

2.27

2.03

2.02

2.01

nSee List of Abbreviations for definitions. C=Complete dataset analysis, S:Select dataset analysis.
ÞIhe base run.

2.07

2.19

2.03

1.79

1.88

r.76

t.7l

1.72

t.7l

r.46

r.43

r.44

wwD

1.16

1.30

r.07

1.01

1.16

.90

.73

.85

.6r

.61

.73

.50

l.L7

1.26

1.13

.95

1.05

.90

.76

.83

.61

.62

.68

.50

wwM

.30

.47

.10

.30

.45

.13

.39

.73

.04

.37

.67

.07

.30

.53

.00

.29

.48

.M

.37

.72

.01

.34

.63

.03

IJ
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The four weaning weight direct response lines were very similar across all

parameter sets (Figure 8). The lines, however, did not maintain the same orientation

among each other from one set to another. Expressing all of the response lines as a

percent of the base run gave values ranging fuom 43% to ll2% for the Complete dataset

and from 4370 to lW% from the Select dataset. Expressing the trends obtained with the

Select dataset for all parameter sets as a percent of the corresponding Complete dataset

trends gave values ranging from 91 Vo to 106%.

The four weaning weight maternal response lines were very similar across

all parameter sets (Figure 9). The orientation between the pair of conhol lines and the

pair of select lines was similar, but the distance betrveen lines, within pairs, varied.

There is a large range in the expression of the genetic fiend as a percent of the base run.

This is due to the relatively small genetic trends. For example, 0.03 @arameter et 12

of the Select dataseÐ divided by 0.30 (parameter set 1 of the Complere daraseÐ is 1,0Vo,

the same difference (.30-.03 =.27) in postrveaning gain genetic Íend is 90Vo (2.26 ftom

paramet€r set 7 of the Complete dataset divided by 2.52 from the base run).

Observation of the genetic trends in Table 19 can be used to make some

general conclusions regarding the sensitivity of the results !o the assumed parameters.

First, the postrveaning gain genetic tend is sensitive to the genetic correlation and

somewhat sensitive to the environmental correlation. Increasing the assumed genetic

correlation increases the genetic ffend, and increasing the assumed environmental

correlation decreases the genetic trend. There is little influence of the direct-maternal
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correlation, probably because it is an indirect effect, whereas the other two correlations

seem to have more direct effects.

Second, the genetic frend of direct weaning weight is sensitive to the

genetic correlation and somewhat sensitive ûo the direct-maternal correlation. Increasing

the assumed genetic and/or direct-maternal correlations increases the genetic trend.

There is little influence of the environmental correlation.

Third, the maternal weaning weight genetic trend is most sensitive to the

di¡ect-maternal correlation and somewhat sensitive ûo the genetic correlation. Increasing

the assumed di¡ect-maternal and/or genetic correlations increases the genetic trend.

There is little effect of the envi¡onmental correlation.

The postrveaning gain genetic trends, obtained from the Complete dataset,

ca¡r be grou@ into four clusters bas€d on the genetic and envi¡onmental correlations.

The highest genetic trends (2.52 tÐ 2.59 kg yrl) were obtained with a parameter

combination of *0.5 for the genetic correlation and 4.2 for the envi¡onmental

correlation þarameter sets 1, 3, and 5). The next highest Q.30 to 2.36 kg yrl), with

+0.5 and +0.2 (sets 2,4, and 6). Then (2.26tÐ2.27 kgyrt), 4.1 and -0.2 þaramerer

sets 8, 10, and 12). The lowest genetic trends Q.lO to 2.03 kg yrt) are from the

combination of {.1 for the genetic correlation and *0.2 for the environmental

correlation of weaning weight and postweaning gain (parameter sets 7, 9, and 7I).

The direct weaning weight genetic üends, obtained f¡om the Compleûe

dataset, can be roughly grouped as for postweaning gain genetic hend. Higher genetic

trends occur with the assumed positive genetic correlation (0.9 ûo 1.30 kg yrr), compared
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to the negative (0.50 üo 0.85 kg yrt), but are not exclusive for a given assumed value

of the envi¡onmental correlation. Within each genetic and environmental correlation

combination, though, the assumed value of the direct-maternal correlation increases

genetic üend as it goes from -0.5 to 0.0 to *0.5.

The maternal weaning weight genetic üends, obtained from the Complete

daûaset, can be roughly clustered into three groups based on the direct-maternal

correlation. Genetic trend increases as the assumed di¡ect-maærnal correlation increases

from -0.5 (0.04 to 0.10 kg yrt), ûo 0.0 (0.30 ûo 0.39 kg yr') to +0.5 (0.45 to 0.73 kg

yr-l). V/ithin the first two groups, increasing the assumed genetic correlation decreases

the genetic trend. When the direct-maternal correlation is negative, increasing the

assumed genetic correlation increases the genetic trend.

The genetic trends obtained from the Select dataset analyses show similar

clustering to that of the Complete dataset for each of the calf haits - postweaning gain,

direct and maternal weaning weight.

The genetic fiends in the Control dataset analyses were not statistically

different from zero (P>.05) for postrreaning gain and di¡ect weaning weight. For

maternal weaning weight, exce,pt for parameter sets #6 and #10, the trends were

statistically different from zero (P<.05).

Individual Genetic Ranking. The EBV's of ten select line sires and ten select line

yearling bulls born in 1969, as affected by dataset analysis with the base run parameters,

are given in Table 20. The difference of the base run analysis subracted from the Select

daüaset analysis is shown in Figure 10. For example, EBV's of sire #10 in the Select
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TABLE 20. Estimated breeding values (kg) of ten select line sires and ten select line
yearling bulls as affected by dataset analysis with the base run parameters.

Bull # ccc.

Sires:

1

2

3

4

J

6

7

8

9

10

Yearlings:

11

12

13

t4

15

16

t7

18

19

20

11.40

1.19

8.91

2.76

10.75

14.33

6.62

7.75

12.33

3.68

24.10

6.80

7.81

5.87

13.81

19.28

-20.95

22.92

9.00

-2.73

13.82

2.87

7.U

5.58

5.48

tl.22

4.16

3.27

15.38

9.13

-10.88

4.44

6.96

5.85

1.66

16.93

-2.65

19.51

4.82

-3.05

12.25

6.53

-2.51

2.32

3.93

3.89

0.¿tO

-3.25

2.14

5.68

7.08

5.86

7.æ

3.62

-3.42

7.67

6.84

5.40

3.36

t.ß

lo.12

2.68

3.30

3.56

4.26

2.29

5.28

6.19

-3.15

4.4

10.42

5.6r

6.ß

3.m

4.81

'1.97

2.99

6.41

4.4t

2.53

17.98

12.34

4.89

22.20

16.r8

21.46

8.t7

13.1 I

30.52

28.68

TT.64

4.05

36.63

22.60

36.55

3r.87

-2.99

38.28

20.26

23.52

18.87

7.87

-2.40

23.50

7.17

tt.74

L.?5

2.3t

30.31

22.30

9.31

-6.01

29.12

15.23

35.31

29.60

-L8.25

30.95

8.43

t3.32

'C:ComPlete dataset analysis, S:Select dataset ennlysis. See List of Abbreviations for
definitions.
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Figure 10. Sire and yeårling bull estimates of the Select datraset, expressed relative to
the Complete dataset for the traits postrveaning gain, direct weaning weight, and

maternal weaning weight (estimates shown in Table 20).
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dataset analysis differ from the corresponding EBV's in the base run by -6.38 kg for

postweaning gain, 5.45 kg for di¡ect weaning weight, and -L.24 kg for maternal weaning

weight. The ranking of sires and yearlings wÍrs done for each of the twelve parameter

sets for both the Complete and Select datasets. For graphing purposes, the sires (and

yearling bulls) ¿rre ¿uranged in rank order on the X-axis based on their average rank

across all parameter set analyses but within dataset.

The ranking of sires and yearlings for postweaning gain EBV's is fairly

consistent across parameter set numbers and datasets (Figure 11). In the Complete

dataset analyses, if the top 5 sires were chosen based on postweaning gain, they were the

same regardless of the parameter set used. In the Select dataset analyses, four of the

same si¡es chosen in the Complete dataset analyses were the same regardless of

parameter set used, but the fifth bull was either #6 or f2. If the parameter set was 7,

8, 10, 11, or 12 (which have in common a genetic correlation of -0.1), the sire was #2.

If the top 5 yearling bulls for postrveaning gain were chosen, four of them

were the same regardless of parameter set used and dataset analyzed. In the Complete

dataset analyses, yearling bull #20 was chosen unless parameter set 3 was used, in which

case yearling bull #14 was chosen. In the Select dataset analyses, yeading bull#20 was

chosen unless parameter set number 1, 3, or 5 was used. Pa¡ameter sets 1, 3, and 5

have in common the positive genetic correlation and negative environmental correlation.

The ranking of sires and yearlings on di¡ect weaning weight EBV's was

variable both within and across datasets and from one parameter s€t to another (Figure

12). The top 5 sires of the base run analysis, from highest to lowest rank, were #6, #9,
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#L, #5, and #3. Two si¡es were common to both datasets. In the Compleæ dataset, three

sires were the same regardless of parameær set used. In the Select dataset, all top 5

sires were the same. The top fi.ve yearling bulls of the base run, from highest to lowest

rank, were #ll, #I8, #16, #I5, #19. Three bulls were common to both datasets, and

they were the same regardless of parameær set used.

The EBV rankings of maternal weaning weight for sires and yearlings are

shown in Figure 13. The top 5 sires of the base run, from highest to lowest rank, were

#!, #2, #lO, #5, and #6. TVo sires were common !o both datasets. Within datasets,

three were the same regardless of parameter set. The top 5 yearling bulls in the

Complete dataset depended entirely upon the patameter set used in the analysis. In the

base run they were, from highest to lowest, #16, #LL, #L3, #17, and #12. Or:[y yearling

bull #19 was not in the top 5 with at least one of the parameter sets. In the Select

dataset, two yearling bulls were in the top 5 regardless of parameter set used, and only

yearlings #14 and #15 were not in the lop 5 with at least one of the parameter sets.

Environmental Effect

year effect estimates were obtained from the Select and Complete dataset

analyses to compare select tine estimates between datasets and parameter sets. The year

effects for the traits postrveaning gain and weaning weight a¡e shown in Figures 14, 15,

and 16 as affected by dataset and parameter set, and expressed relative to the base run.

For example, the 1960 year effect of postrveaning gain for the Complete dataset with

parameter set three was -31.99 kg and the Complete dataset with parameter set one (the

base run) was -29.36 kg, giving a difference of -2.63 þ, which is the Complete dataset
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value graphed in Figure 14. Similarly, the 1960 year effect in the Select dataset was

-4I.20 kg, giving the Select dataset value graphed in Figure 15 (-41.20 - -29.36 :

-11.8a kg).

The trends over all parameter sets were similar to the positive trend

discussed previously under "genetic and envi¡onmental trends estimated from separate

line analyses". The largest difference in weaning weight year effects was between 1963

and 1964, and, in postweaning gain, between 1967 and 1968.

The postrveaning gain year effects, relative to the base run, can be roughly

clustered into 4 groups based on the genetic and environmental correlations, regardless

of dataset (Figures 14 and 15). The group that most closely approximates the base run

trend has in common a positive genetic correlation and a negative envi¡onmental

correlation (parameter sets 1, 3, and 5). Then the group with positive genetic and

environmental correlations (parameter sets 2, 4, and,6). Next is the group with negative

genetic and environmental correlations (parameter sets 7,9, and LL). The least similar

year effects are associaûed with a negative genetic correlation and a positive

environmental correlation (parameær sets 8, 10, and 12). This clustering is the same as

that observed for the postweaning gain genetic Eends across parameter sets, within

datasets. In fact, as the estimates of the genetic Eends increase, the estimates of the year

trends decrease.

The range in postrveaning gain year effects for the Select datåset analyses,

across parameter sets, is 3.6 times that of the Complete dataset analyses. Estimates of

year effects did not seem to be affected by the assumed direct-maternal correlation.
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The weaning weight year effects for the Complete dataset analyses are

shown in Figure 14. From 1960 to l9&, the lines remained separate from each other.

From 1965 to 1969, they crossed over one another. A clustering of trend lines based on

the assumed parameters was not observed.

The Select dataset year effects for weaning weight a¡e shown in Figure 16.

The lines are roughly parallel throughout the selection experiment. However, from 1965

to 1969, there was greater fluctuation. The range of year effects is 1.6 times that of the

Complete dataset analyses.

In summary, the results support the premise that the parameters assumed

in the mixed-model method affect the solutions and thus estimates of genetic trends but

not in an exclusive way since the data themselves have an impact on the estimates of

genetic Íend. The response lines for all parameter sets were parallel to that for the base

n¡n parameter set but they shifted up or down depending upon the assumed parameter

combination. V/ith the parameter sets arranged in order of decreasing genetic trend, the

trends of environmental year effects on postweaning gain were concurrently increasing.

In general, the weaning weight envi¡onmental trends also increased concurrently, though

there was some variation. When EBV's of ten si¡es and ten yearling bulls were

examined for each parameter set, and the Complete and Select datasets, the trait

postweaning gain was most consistent in the ranking of animals across parameter sets and

datasets, maternal weaning weight was most variable, and di¡ect weaning weight was not

quite as variable as maternal weaning weight. This likely reflects the interaction of the

data and the assumed parameters; the estimated genetic trend of postweaning gain being
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little affected by the direct-maternal correlation of weaning weight whereas this assumed

parameter was the main influence on estimated tend in maternal weaning weight and the

secondary influence on direct weaning weight.

Other Elements in the Model

Sex Effect

For the postweaning gain sex effect in the Complete dataset analyses, most

of the parameter sets were within 1 kg of that for the base run. Sets 3, 7, and 11 were

within 2 kg. In general, both male and female effect differences were consistent within

paramet€r set. In the Select dataset, only sets 2,6, urd 10 were within 8 to 10 kg of the

base run values. The other sets were within the 10 to 16 kg range. The range in values

was 3.3 times that of the Complete dataset analyses. Female differences were slighly

greater than male differences, up b 1 kg, within parameter set.

Weaning weight sex effects in the Compleûe dataset analyses were within

1.5 kg of the base run, except sets 4 and 5 which were within 2.5 kg and sets 11 and 12

which were between 4 and 4.5 kg. Sex differences were consistent be¡veen males and

females within parameter set. In the Select dataset, values were within +5 kg of the

base run, except for sets 11 and 12 which were within 7 to 8.5 kg. Female differences

were slightly greater than male differences, up to 0.6 kg.

The Select datåset overestimated the sex effects for postweaning gain, with

a tendency towards overestimation in weaning weight, compared üo the Compleæ dataset.

This senstivity to using only select-line data to estimate the effects for postweaning gain
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has been previously observed in the genetic and envi¡onmental trends. Another reason

for the sensitivity of sex effect estimates may be an inadequacy of the model. In the

Complete dataset, sex effects are assumed to be constant when in fact selection may be

increasing the sex differences in the select line. These differences may be better

accounted for when only select-line data is analyzed.

Calf Station of Origin

For postweaning gain station effects, estimates are expressed relative to

the Indian Head station, i.e, all parameter sets, as a difference from the base run, are

zero for Indian Head. In the Complete dataset, all solutions were within 1 kg of the base

nrn. The station with the greatest difference was Melita which also was the station with

the least amount of data, only 2 years worth. In the Select dataset, Brandon station

differences were within -1 kg, and Melita differences were within -3 to -4.5 kg.

For weaning weight station effects in the Complete datåset analyses, values

were within 1.3 kg of the base run. Brandon and Melita differences were equally varied.

In the Select dataset, Brandon differences were within 1 kg, Melita differences were

greater than Brandon and within 3.5 kg.

Station effects for postrveaning gain and weaning weight indicate that the

Select dataset analyses, without the conFol-line data, was not as effective in estimating

the station effect for Melita as was the Complete dataset analyses. In the Complete

dataset, there a¡e more records present for the Melita station effect due to the inclusion

of contol-line data. When the number of records is small, an increase in the number

of records would affect the precision of the estimates.
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Implication of Results

The mixed-model estimates of genetic trends and EBV's discussed in the

previous section are dependent upon the assumed genetic and environmental correlations;

however, the data themselves also influence these estimates. Mixed-model methodology

assumes constant genetic and envi¡onmental correlations and therefore these assumptions

are also made in the beef cattle industry when this method is used. This assumption may

not be c,orrect, for even in the single herd analyrcÅ here, the genetic and/or

environmental correlations must change from year to year ûo produce the phenotypic

correlations shown previously in Table 17. Analysis of the data without a conEol

population, which is typical of the industry at large, was shown to affect the genetic

trend estimates of postweâning gain but not the genetic trend estimaûes of direct and

maternal weaning weight. The estimates obtained in postweaning gain may be due to an

inadequacy of the model and method to account for selection effects and thereby

accurately separate the genetic and environmental components. The fact that estimates

for direct and maternal weaning weight were not affected may be due to the small

environmental component of weaning weight (Olthoff et a1., 1990b) or the relatively

small correlated response in weaning weight compared ûo that in postweaning gain.

Using mixed-model methodology to estimate breeding values for all

individuals is a common goal in industry analyses of beef cattle populations. These

EBV's are then used in selection programs by individual producers. However, the

results here indicate an important effect both of the assumed parameûers and of the

inclusion or exclusion of a confrol population. This was particularly noticeable in the
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direct and maternal weaning weight EBV's of ten randomly chosen sires and yeffling

bulls. These fraits were also affected by the direct-maternal correlation, whereas

postweaning gain genetic úend estimates did not depend upon this correlation. In

conclusion, the mixed-model methodology as used here with a reduced animal model, is

likely to be not as accurate Írr¡ one would wish for the estimation of breeding values, and

genetic trends, in beef c¿ttle populations.
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SI]MMARY

Mixed-model methodology was applied to the dataset used by Newman et

al. (L973) and Olthoff et al. (1990b) to compa¡e mixed-modet estimates of yearly genetic

and envi¡onmental changes to those estimated by the control-line method for the

correlated haits, postweaning Bú, direct weaning weight, and maternal weaning weight,

in a line of beef cattle selected for yearling weight. Required estimates of genetic and

environmental va¡iances and covariances for the mixed-model methodology were obtained

from the literature. The select and control lines were analyzed together (Complete) as

one dataset, and separately as two subsets of the first dataset (Select dataset and Control

dataset) to examine the sensitivity of the mixed-model estimates to the inclusion or

exclusion of a conúol population. The Complete dataset and the assumed parameters of

*.5 for the genetic correlation of weaning weight and postrveaning gatn, -.2 for the

environmental correlation between weaning weight and postweaning gain, and 0.0 for the

direct-maternal correlation of weanig weight, were used as the base run against which

all other solutions were compared. TWelve solutions were obtained for each dataset

based on all possible combinations of the assumed parameter values for the genetic

correlation between weaning weight and postweaning gain (+.5 or -.1), the

environmental correlation between weaning weight and postweaning gain (*.2 or -.2),
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and the direct-maternal correlation of weaning weight (+.5, 0.0, or -.5) to examine the

sensitivity of the mixed-model estimates to possibly incorrect assumed parameûers.

The genetic hend estimates of the base run, over the ten-yeår selection

period, were 2.52 kg yrt for postweaning gain, 1.16 kg yr{ for di¡ect weaning weight,

and 0.30 kg yrt for maternal weaning weight, all of which were significantly different

from zero (P<.05). The yearling weight genetic Eend estimate was 4.53 kg yrr,

calculated from the sum of its parts (postweaning gain EBV of calf, direct weaning

weight EBV of calf, maternal weaning weight EBV of dam, and permanent maternal

environment EBV of dam) for each of the select and control lines, and then the yearly

differences (select minus connol) were regressed on year of bkth. The trait with the

greatest correlated response to yearling weight selection was lnstweaning gain. The

postweaning gain genetic response was 93% of the estimate obtained from the contol-

line method (Olthoff et al., 1990b), direct weaning weight was 63Vo, and yearling weight

was 96%. Maternal weaning weight genetic trend could not be estimated by the con6ol-

line method. The close approximation of the mixed-model genetic trend estimate of

postweaning gain to the control-line method estimate indicaæs adequate separation of the

genetic and environmental components by the mixed-model methodology. This was not

the case with direct weaning weight, however, and may indicate that the assumed model

and method were not sufficient, due perhaps ûo the relatively small correlated response

compared to postweaning gain or the very small environmental component as found by

olrhoff er al. (1gg0b).
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The genetic response patterns found using the twelve parameter

combinations and the Complete dataset were very similar to the base run for the three

correlated traits. The genetic üend estimates clearly depended on the assumed

correlations but were probably not significantly different from one another given the size

of some of the standard effors. This similarity indicates a degree of robustness of the

mixed-model methodology in estimating genetic trends given different assumed

parameters. The same patterns and estimates were observed in the Select dataset for

direct and maternal weaning weight. Postweaning gain genetic trend estimates were

smaller than the base run estimates but the resllonse pattern was similar. The effects of

selection may not have been adequaæly accounted for in this situation. Arranging the

parameter combinations in order of decreasing genetic hend estimates, arranges the

environmental effect in increasing order for postweaning gain and for most of the

parameter combinations of weaning weight.

The environmental effect estimates were affected by the inclusion or

exclusion of the conEol population. When the control population was not part of the

data, year effects were underestimated compared to the base run. In the Control dataset,

year effects were overestimated. Year effect estimates from both datasets were lower

than those found for the Complete dataset.

The effect of the assumed genetic parameters at an individual level was

examined by randomly choosing ten sires and ten yeårling bulls of the select line. These

individuals were ranked by their EBV's for each trait for every parameter combination

in both the Complete and Select datasets. For the Eait postrveaning gain, ranking of
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individuals was slightly dependent on the assumed parameters though fairly consistent

across parameter sets and datasets. The ranking of individuals for the traits direct and

maternal weaning weight depended to a large degree on the assumed parameters and to

a lesser degree on the dataset analyzed. Thus, the degree of robustness indicated in the

estimation of genetic Eends over all paramteter combinations was not observed at the

individual level. The va¡iability of ranking of individuals, together with the genetic trend

estimates, indicates an interaction of the assumed parameters and the data. The greater

variability in weaning weight rankings may be due to the di¡ect-maternal correlation

which influenced both direct and maûernal weaning weight, maternal more than direct,

but not postweaning gain. In conclusion, the mixed-model methodology produces results

for genetic and environmental frends which depend upon the assumed parameters and

the individual EBV's were clea¡ly affected by the assumed parameters, and also to some

extent, the dataset analyzed.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Calculation of the base run (po)variances.

The (co)variance matrix was:

Line
no. Matrices Explanation

t14400
2 144 40 276

34{IC00
4 400 3 797

630

R: parent record, Pr9l/G missing

R: parent record, PWG present

R: nonparent rccord, PWG missing

R: nonparent record, PV/G present

5 ll2 83 O 245 -8 64 G: W\{D, WTWDoPV/G, \il'WDoWWM, PWG,
PWGoWWM, WWM

P: PE

For line 1 and 7ine2, the residual (R) (co)va¡iance matrices are for parent
records either with a weaning weight (WW) record only (ine 1) or with a weaning
weight and a postweaning gain (PWG) record Qine 2). (See List of Abbreviations for
definitions.)

Vu,*: Vp,ww - Vo,* - Vo,*- COVo,1q¡,,D,wwM- E1¡,wpg

:350-Llz-&-0-30:144

V**o: Vp,nvc-Vo,*o :521 -245:276

cov',\ry\il,pwc : rB,w.w,pwo J vu,** v**o - -.2 lt++.216: -40

Similarily, lines 3 and 4 are for nonparent records:

V",* : (Ve,ww,p,,*, * V2Vc,wilD)2 = (L44 + r/2.1I2)2: 400

Ve:p^,vc = (Ve,n#o, parcat + yzY G.w,rG)2 = Q76 + tho245)2 = 797
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covB,wuprvo = (covewwpwo, e,*, + %covc:ww¡,nvo)2 = (-40 + 1h.83)2 = 3

Line 5 is the genetic (G) (co)variance matrix and the values which vary
are the genetic covariance between direct weaning weight and postweaning gain
(COvc,v/wD,pwo) and the direct-maternal weaning weight covariance (COV. **",*oJ.

Vo,wwo = h2**o.Vp,ww = .32Q50) = lL2

Vo,ywo = h2*o.Vr,*o =.a762L) =2a5

covc.wr¡/D,pwa = ro,**o,nvo(l vo,w*o.vo,swo) = .5(J 112.245) : 83

Vc,wwu = h2ru*^r.Vp,r"* : .18(350) = 64

cova,\¡/wD,r¡/wM = ro,*vo,wvu(J Vo,**o.Vo,**J = 0(J 112.64) = 0

COVa, 
'nv.,w.,riM 

: -8 (assumed)

Line 6 is the assumed value of the permanent environmental variance.
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The Dataset:

The example DATASET contains 11 calf records and is as follows:

DATASET
line
l-. 4
2. 5
3. 6
4. 7
5. 7
6. 6
7. 4
8. 5
9. 1L

10. 9
1L. 4

53156
57156
56255
54255
541s6
56358
53358
57156
541s6
59 10 59
53 10 59

859 1
959 1

10592
11592
L2602
13601
L4601
ls611
16611
L7611
18611

0
o
0
o
l_

2
2
1
1
2
2

1
2
l_

2
1
l_

2
l_

2
1
2

474
369
410
333
425
447
356
359
407
4L5
378

o
690
836
o
818
o
727
757
732
813
o

From left to right, the information is:

a) dam number to identif'Y dam

b) dam year of birth to calculate a priori adjustment of weaning weight for age of dam

c) sire number to identifY sire

d) sire year of birttt

e) calf number to identifY calf

Ð calf year of birth for fixed effect of birth year

g) calf herd of origin for fxed effect of herd of origin

h) calf line to separate the control and select lines for comparison of genetic hends

Ð sex ofcalf for fixed effect of sex

j) weaning weight of calf (in lbs. - conversion to kg occurs in data preparation

lrograms¡ ãs firsi trait of inærest to calculate genetic fiends in the direct and maternal

äoolpon"nt* of weaning weight (W'WD, WWM) and the permanent maternal

envi¡onmental effect (WWPE)
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k) yearling weight of calf (in lbs.) as second trait of interest to calculate genetic trend

in di¡ect component of postrveaning gain (PWG )

In this dataset, three calves later become parents; calf number 9 and 1L become

dams and calf number 10 becomes a sire.

A series of six data preparation programs are run to create the files required by

the RAM program as follows:

1. As each record is read, the sire and dam numbers are ouþuted to separate files

(SIRE, DAM) and these files a¡e soræd (SIRES, DAMS) (see below).

SIREDAI.{SIBESDA$sSTRELISTDAI'îLIST
1.tTt4L4
2. 1 5 L 4 2 5

3. 2 6 t 4 3 6

4. 2 7 1 5 10 7

5. t 7 1 5 9

6. 3 6 2 6 11

7. 3 4 2 6

8. 1 5 3 7

9. 1 11 3 7

10.109109
11. 10 4 10 11

2. T1eSIRES and DAMS files are reduced by listing each parent only once (SIRELIST,

DAMLISÐ (see above).

3. Program three uses the two previousþ created files, SIRELIST and DAMLIST, and

the DATASET to create a data file, DATÁ, and a pedigree file, PEDIGREE, containing

only the relevant information required by the RAM program'

The DATA file (see below) contains one record for each calf that later becomes

a parent and 2 records for each calf that does not become a pafent.

1. 1
2. 5
3. 9
4. 4
5. 10
6. 1
7. I
8. 3
9. 7

10. 3
11. s

o11
011
19
L4
110
o12
oL2
013
013
014
o14

51s
11s
016
027
028
818
118
737
337
53s
33s

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

3
3
2
2
1
4
4
3
3
4
4

2t757
2L7s7
19L27
2025L
ls692
19s34
19534
2L324
2L324
16208
16208

o
o

l_4s61
19323

0
L7427
L7427

0
o

16828
16828

DATA
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t2.
13.
t4.
15.
16.
r7-
18.
19.

1015616131
601s116131
101610110231

100161110231
40]-7949131
90t7449131
4018s4s231
so18445231

4 L7337 180s3
4 t7337 180s3
4 L8522 14742
4 L8s22 ]-4742
4 2L2].3 180s3
4 2L2L3 18053
3 1714s 0
3 1714s 0

From left to right, the information is (also applies to program ouþuts 5 and 6,

or files DATAIE and DATAD):

a) individual evaluated: either the calf itself if it later becomes a parent or the sire and

dam of the c¿lf if the calf does not become a parent

b) indicates whether the individual evaluated is a calf which laær became a parent (1)

or a nonparent (0)

c) the calf which made the observation(s)

d) indicates the other parent for nonparent records

e) sire of calf which made the observation(s)

Ð dam of c¿lf which made the observation(s)

g) sex of the calf, coded 1 for male and 2 for female

h) year of birth of the calf, coded 1 for 59, 2 fot 60 and 3 for 61

Ð coded herd of origin

j) code for residual va¡iance-covariance matrix to use for the current animal, depending

ïpon whether it becomes a parent or not, and whether both Eaits are present or either

one of weaning weight or postweaning gain

k) weaning weight adjusæd for age of dam (in kg wittr ¡vo implied decimal places)

1) postrveaning gain (in kg with two implied decimal places)

The pEDIGREE file (see below) contains only parent animals, one record for

parents without calf records, tinr" records for calves which later became parents, and

no record for any calf which did not become a parent.

From left to right, the information is (also applies to program ouþut 4, or file

PEDIE):
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a) the parent individual or individual evaluated

b) indicates if the parent individual is a progeny of columns c and d (1) or is the si¡e

(ór dam) of columric and column d is then the mate of the parent individual (2)

c) is the si¡e if the parent individual is a progeny or is the progeny of the parent

individual

d) is the dam if the parent individual is a progeny or is the mate of the parent individual

PEDIEPED

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
L2.
13.
L4.
15.
16.

By sorting the DATA and PEDIGREE files, three of the four @ATAIB'
DATAD, ÞBOß,-VCV) files required to run the RAM program are produced.

4. The PEDIGREE file is sorted by the 'individual evaluated' (PEDIE) (see above) and

is used to solve for animal direct genetic solutions, and maternal and permanent maternal

environmental effects.

5. Sorting the DATA file by the 'individual evaluated' (column a of file DATAIE and

DATA) 
"1lo*r 

for the solving of the animal direct genetic solutions OfW ' 
PWG ).

DATAIE
a b c d e b g Þ i 'i .\.. ='l'=

1100
1296
2100
2247
22LO8
3100
4127
5100
6100
6291
7L00
7242
8100
82L02
9116

10 128

6
6
1
7
7
2
I
I
2
0
0
0
o
0
0
o

1
9
9
2
4
4
2

10
10

0
l_

o
0
0
o
o

91
12
62
41
22
72

10 1-

22
82
11
21
31
51
6l-
71
81

1. 1 0
2. 1 0
3. 1 0
4. 1 0
5. 3 0
6. 3 0
7. 4 1

re3 1 4 t8s22 t4742
156161314L7337180s3
L28181224t9534]-7827
1151511132L7s70
13737t2L32L3280
:453s22L4t620816828
40271122202s1L9323
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522!
6131
7L2r
8122
6211
9131
82t2

10231

40L794
401854
501844
5 0 11 1 1
so1433
6 0 15 1 1
701333
8012 11
91901
901744

10 110 02
10016 11

91314
52313
s2313
s1113

2L2L3 18053
17145 0
17L45 0
2L7s7 0
16208 16828
L7337 18053
21324 O

19534 r7A27
r9r27 14561
2r2L3 18053
15692 0
18522 r47 42

6. Sorting the DATA file by the 'dam of the calf which made the observation' (column
f of file DATAD and DATA) allows for the solving of maûernal and permanent matemal
environmental effects (!VW , PB).

DÀTÀD
åbêdefohlJkl

1.501844523131714sO

61314L7337 18053
61314L7337 18053
71213213280

11. 4 r 4 0 2 7 1 1 2 2 2025L 19323
12. 3 0 13 7 3'l r 2 I 3 2I32A 0
13.80!2 118122 4 19s34 r7e27
14, 1012 818122 4 19s34 r7ez',l

5. s 0 11 1
6. 1 0 11 5
7. 9 1 9 0
8. 1 0 15 6
9. 6 0 15 1

10. 7 0 13 3

2. 4 0 18 s 4 s 2 3
3. s o 14 3 3 5 2 2
4. 3 0 14 s 3 5 2 2

511
511
621

15. 10 110 0242
16.40L79491
L7. 9 0 I7 4 4 9 1
18. 10 016 1110 2
19. 1016 10 110 2

1. L44 0
2. 744 -40
3. 400 0
4. 400 3
5. LL2 83
6. 30

3 1714s O

4 16208 16A28
4 t6204 1682 8
3 2L757 0
3 2!757 0
2 !9L27 14s61

2 r !5692 0
1 4 2I2L3 18053
1 4 21213 18053
1 4 LAs22 14742
1 4 LA522 14742

The (Co)Variance File:

An example of the (co)variance file is:

0
276

0
797

o 245 -8

which corresponds to:

1. R: parent record, postweaning gain record (G) missing
2. R: parent record, G ard weaning records (W) present



3. R: nonpafent record, G missing
4. R: nonparent record, G and Vf present

5, G: W'W, WG, WM, GO, GM, MM
6. P: PE

or, descriptively:

Line I and 2 are the residual (co)variance matrices for parent records without o¡ with a
postweaning gain record, respectively. Line 3 and 4 are ttre ¡esidual (co)variance

matrices for nonparent reco¡ds without and with a postweaning gain record' Line 5 is the
genetic (co)variance mahix and line 6 is the permanent matemal environmental mahix
for dams.

The line numbers correspond to the code numbers in the data files. For example, line
I of the data file sorted by dam (see column j of file DATAD) has a code 3 for tle
(co)variance mahix. This conesponds to line 3 of the (co)variance file where the

individual is a nonparent with only a weaning weight record. That is:

/400 0 \\o ol

The RAM Proerzm C)llfnlrt:

The RAM program takes the files DATAIE, DATAD, PEDIE, and VCV to
produce solutions to the FLED a¡rd ANIMAL effects. The animals are in sequential
order and only dams have nonzero permanent matemal envi¡onmental effects solutions.
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FIXED effects solutions:

sex - male
- fenale

year - 1
-2
-3

herd - 1
-2

ANIMAL, effects solutions:
sequentia 1

ñuñbêr
sl-res :

d.ams:

Weaníng Postlteaning
BJa i ¡rh.l. ê: i n

L
2
3
4
5
6

151.9
L24.7
26.8
24.L

0
38.7

0

PWG

5.6
0

- 2.9
43.0

- 7.!
- 3.1

L54 .2
L29.7

1.9
24 .6

0
18,3

o

ww
2.3

0
- 1.8
36.1

-11.4
- o.7

.3
2.O

0
-0.8
-3.7
-2 -9

PE

-l o

-1.4



7
I
9

10
calves: 11

r2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18

1.1
2.8
1.6
2.4
1.1
6.8
0.7

- 8.9
- 2.O

7.L
21. 4
16.8

0.8
1.9

- 1.6
- 2.2
- 3.2

3.4
0.6

- 8.9
0.1
2.2

14.s
11.4

-3.9
3.9

-1. 1
4.9

-L.7
2.7

-2.0
-1.9
-1. 3
2.6

-0. I
-2 .3
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-2 .0
1.1

0
L.7

avg.

Calculation of Genetic Ttend:

To use the solutions produced by the RAM program to c¿lculaæ genetic Eends

per yeâr, a seventh data preparation program was n¡n which takes the files SIRELIST'
DAMLIST, and DATASET ûo produce a new file (CALF) with all animals assigned

sequential numbers - sires fust, dams second, and nonparents third - to match the ouþut
from the RAM program. The CALF file contains:

a) calf sequential number (seq,) - coûesponds to RAM program ouÞut and, can be

merged with the R.A,M ouþut file ûo calculaæ genetic gains per year,

b) calf line - can be used to calculate genetic hends by line,

c) and calf number in the original dataset (id.).

Genetic hend of calf breeding valuas (WW , PWG , WW ) are obtained by
plotting the average solutions per line per year (avg.) against year of birth' The c¿lf
information for WW and PWG is given below.

Calf No.
cê¡¡- i.ì- line vêãr âvcf. PWG

4 10 0 1 43.0

11 I O 1
9901

1.1
1.6

2.4 12. 0
6.8 6.8
o.7

-8.9 -4.7

7.t
27-.4

-3.2
-1. 6
36.1
-2.2 7.3
3.4 3.4
0.6

-8.9 -4.2
0.1
2.2 1.2

14.5
rr.4 13.0

10 11 0 1
L2 1-2 I2
13 1322
741422

L6L6 13
a7L723
18 1823

15 15 1 3 -2.0
2.6

16.8 19. 1

Note: Calf sequential numbers 9 and 10 became dams and 4 became a sire'




